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Andrews and Catron Assured Incidentally Caused Death of Clovis Trustee in Bankruptcy Not Entitled to the Protection Escorted Out of Town by Police Tots Will Sing and Recite and
New York Banker Named
of the United
Files Suits for
and Heatlessly Set
Close Festivity With
It Will Come up for
C. C.v Dickinson.
States.
Adrift.
a March.
Passage.
Xew York, May 26. Fumes from
SI. Petersburg, May 26. The exodus
Governor Mills and staff are expectWashington. May 2G. If the schoonTomorrow will be a busy day for
Special to The New Mexican.
an alchemist's furnace, heated to a ed home from Roswell tomorrow noon. er Hsfuerzo, which was searched by of the Jewish families from Kiev lias the young
pupils in the sell oo is for
Washington, D. C, May 26. The
of 4,000 degrees in the Much sympathy was expressed at the the Nicaraguan gunboat Venus, was begun.
TJhe total departures from they will hold their class day exer-oide- r
secretary of the interior is awaiting temperature
comrades,
the transcript of the order of the dis- world old quest for the secret sil--ofi capitol today over the sudden illness living the I'nited Stales tlag at the j that city up to last; night were 300 cises just like other
families belonging
And the youngsters have
elaborate
trict court at Socorro when it will is- turning base metals into gold and C. of Adjutant General Brookes who is lime she was overhauled, as has been
she was carrying the Stars jsively to the poorer classes. The
with Governor Mills and was operated
trom reprograms
sue an 'order for the payment into ver, were what brought death to
prepared.
Judging
Stripes without any authority, ac- - pulsion is attended by harrowing ports received the parents anil broth
court for the Engle site damages. The C. Dickinson, the Xew York banker, upon for appendicitis yesterday.
according to the remarkable state
A Roswell dispatch says:
cording to official advices received sights.
ers and sisters ot tne children win
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ment by Dr. F. W. Lange, the Scran-todeliv- here. The schooner is said to have)
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Mills
'Governor
Government.
last
fee! proud of them tomorrow after
By
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a
introduced
Andrews
Delegate
St. Peicrsburs. Mav 26. The exodus noon when they carry out tneir exer
physician in whose laboratory the ered the class address at the graduat- Mcaraguan registry and she may be
that in applications for grazing privDr. Lange claims ing exercises of the Xew Mexico Mili- partly owned by Americans, but that is compulsory and in fulfillment of an cises.
accident, occurred.
ileges on forest reserves, preference the
the
of
discovery
long sought pro- tary institute, when sixteen young men in no sense entitles her to the protec- order of the Russian government that
The kindergarten will also be there
be given residents of the county.
cess and says he had interested Mr. of the southwest received diplomas. tion of the I'nited States as an Amer- all Jews who cannot establish a legal it will not be outdone.
J he tots will
bill
Andrews
a
introduced
Delegate
Dickinson in
for taking up The governor and his staff left early ican vessel.
claim to residence outside the pale, begin their exercises at l:3(t p. m.
appropriating $1,000 for digging a well the work on a proposals
must return forthwith to the confines and there will be songs and recita
large scale.
today for their homes. Following the
in the northwest corner of Section 5
one
is
which
fur- BANQUET CONCLUDES FOURTH
in the original Jewish segre- tions galore.
and
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discovery
upsets
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8
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east, to
North, Range
Township
all
Dr. loughs at the institute all will leave
said
scientific theories,
MASONIC REUNION. gation law.
The evicted ones were with a grand march.
be expended by the county commis- the except Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
veritable
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who was operated on at St. Mary's Four Score Masons and Ladies Had day. a straggling train of wagons pass- ranged for the different grades:
increasing
Andrews and Catron are reliably as- silver by the addition of base metals hospital at 4 o'clock yesterday aftered out of the city gates carrying the
Delightful Time Last Night
Grades One and Two.
sured that the statehod bill will be to hundred
size and weight, noon, following a sudden and severe
its
N.
times
Jaffa
miserable household
Toastmaster.
effects of the September" ....Helen Hunt Jackson
called up for final vote on May 31. The
the result still being pure silver equal attack of appendicitis.
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Dr. Howard
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Harry W. Kelly starts home
iid nQt dare tQ beHeve R myge,f Smart of Albuquerque, surgeon-generaunion last night. The banquet was told to return to the places of their
Roger Duran; Annie Segura. George
his daughter, a graduate from Mount
Nlght and day for yearg j demonstrat.
and Drs. D. H. Galloway, J. Will- served at the Woman's
Exchange birth.
Willey.
"Vernon college.
jed jt oyer and over agajn jn my a. iam Williamson and W. W. Phillips of building by the ladies and was a deThanksgiving Song
Boys of School
r nave taken base metals Roswell."
Indemnity Land Selections Approved, boratory.
Selection From Hiawatha
affair. It;was the first occa WELL KNOWN BROKERAGE
lightful
26.-- An
of
area
Washington, May
of four different kinds and successful-abou- t
FIRM SUSPENDED.
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by
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Technical Violation of Rules.
Sierra county, table with their presence.
secretary of the Interior. The land the county. i even sent specimens of headquarters at Engle,
Mex..Robt. Louis Stevenson, Neil Lord
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
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Geo.
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Washington Song
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The
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26.
New
agent.
The brokerage
capitalization
York, May
ties.
States mint and the report came back
divided into 300 shares. The in. many happy remai'KS. Among the lo- firm of E. F. Hutton and Company, "My Shadow"
e
All of the unappropriated lands on j that the substance is pure. My expla-thR. L. Stevenson, Dana Pankey
and directors are: Asa B. cal speakers were Dr. Wheelon, Dr. with prominent western connections
restored tract, will become subject nation of the process is on the theory corporators
G. Cartwright and through to the
Windmill Song
School
B. Smith and John C. Massie, Samuel
Fred
Bement,
has
been
coast,
Pacjuc
to homestead settlement beginning of evolution. I believe that evolution
among the out of town banquet ora- suspended from the New York stock "The Wind"
Warren.
August 9. The unappropriated pub- pertains to the inorganic as well as
tors were Rabbi J. S. Raisin, repre- exchange for a year on the
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She
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of
Cary Rumsey, Parasol Song
Dealers.
being served upon Superintendent
Th(? (legl.oe work was carried out
Girls
granted to New Mexico 31,588 acres
Insurance Jacobo Chavez today, the jth
,., brilliance and won the the Noted Buffalo Sculpturer
dis-- 1
Third Grade Miss DuVal's Room.
of land in the Las Cruces land
Wedding Quiet.
Phioaon At;.,. 9fi whput i,onamo total claims now amounting to $17,000. ia,,,.iaiise of hoth local and visitine Ma- trict as school indemnity lands. The
School
Song Invitation
Flag Salute Patriotic Songs. .School
territory receives these lands in lieu demoralized today on private settle - !The smts nled ,oaay ,are aSainst lne'sons.
New York, May 26. In the little Recitation "One, Two, Three." . .
M
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of other tracts to which it was en- - ment of the May "deal" 'and the un- North British Mercantile company ior
for
church at Arden, N. Y., Miss
Fund
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Fireman's
Episcopal
in
$1,000;
Jane Abbott
light at tne j.ights they witnessed
titled for school purposes, but which loading of a huge line of September
London Santa Fe and all of them sajd that Mary Harriman, daughter of the late Recitation When Teacher Gets Cross
and
American
Central
$1,000,
noon
a
at
had been otherwise appropriated.
showed
drop
option. May
Louise Hayward
cents from last night and and Lancashire $1,000.
of 4
they had been entertained here in railroad builder, Edward H. Harriman,
Cummins Amendment Defeated.
will be married today to Charles Cary Song "The Old
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a
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Printing
decline
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r0yal manner.
Gray Gone"
nearly
Washington, D. C, May 26. The September
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to
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James
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reported
bill, prohibiting an increase of rates
nua! contract for an the printing of
GET INTO SWEAT. the ceremony because of recent death Recitation "How to Draw a Peg"..
bv railroads, until it has been declar-- 1 seller of September preparatory to t
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Who Are Slated to Meet in
Kenneth Law
defeated by the Senate today, 29 to by Mr. Patten.
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Song "Beautiful Star,"
Ring.
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company during the past year.
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The Census.
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Seed"
Okclamation service, and one of the entire business portion of Wister,
turns for the Meadqw City. The Du- - he will do no more work until Satur- - killed and several were injured in an
Jocelyn Crichton
supporters of Ballinger in the con- lahoma, was destroyed by fire last reau is making every ettort to secuie aay. Next week he will increase the explosion in the Dolores mine in the Recitation "Twenty Froggies"
troversy with Gifford Pinchot, an- night. Only the bank, two sores and for New Mexico an accurate and com- - amount of boxing. The champion is state of Chihuahua yesterday. The exFrank Owen
nounced today that he would retire the depot remain standing. The loss plete count and has extended the time nearly down to weight.
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so
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fonso Herrera, Ralph Rodriguez,
Secretary
get up good perspiration, Jeffries
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leaving Washington, where he went GAUGH
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located by the enumerators when they grind.
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in certificates of indebtedness to
Song "Vacation"
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made the rounds, but despite this fact
Clifford Hardy
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Washingtonian
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Sweet and Miss Phelps' Room.
place
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few names are being sent in, and
tration land withdrawal bill. Presithe Distinguished
(Time 2:30.)
tenths of these are already on the Sunk With All Men on Board in Eng
dent Taft is said to have consented
Miss
Sweet's and Miss
of
'Pupils'
He
Put
Dollars
Up
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lish Channel Not One of Crew
to this course.
schedules.
Phelps' rooms will engage in the phys-ica- l
Escaped.
culture exercise tomorrow at 2:30
New Mexico Matters,
WILL MAKE
CURTISS
under
the direction of Miss McGibbon.
Washington, D. C, May 26. Dele-gat- e FOLLOWED
HER TO ARIZONA
LONG FLIGHT.
London, May 26. A telegram re DEGREE OF LL. D. CONFERRED
Anita Wientge, Helen Knapp. FranAndrews introduced a bill providceived at the admiralty says that a
ces Leeson, Dorothy Flick, Myrtle
ing: That the legislative assembly ol
New French submarine was rammed and
From
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to
Cover
Attempt
Rendon, Louise Dietzel, Irma StephMexico
is hereby And
the territory of New
Woman
to
Back
Brought
York to Albany This Aftersunk in the English channel today by Whole Audience Cheered as ens, Evelyn McBride, Ruth Moore,
authorized! and empowered to enact
a mail boat running between Calais
noon.
National Capital to AnsAnna Kaune, Nellie Nu3baum, DoroStudents Play
such legislation as may be necessary
Dover. All on board of the sub
(and
thy Walter, Helen Herlow, Claudia
wer Charge.
to authorize the territory of New Mex-- '
Prank.
Albany, N. Y., May 26. Glenn H. marine were drowned.
Griffin, Jfiriam Wasson, Rosa Frankey,
ico, through its proper officer or offiwill probably not attempt his
Carried Crew of Twenty-threCurtiss,
Alt a Sanford, Adella
Muller, Ruth
cers, to sell and transfer to the town
deWashington, D. C, May 26. With aeroplane flight from New York to Al-26. The name of the
26
The
London,
Cambridge,
Eng.,
May
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Safford, Mary Cunningham
Bess
school
land
section
of
all
sixDexter
of
was Pluviose gree of LL.D. was today conferred up- Adine Owen, Beatrice
his prisoner,' Miss Josephine Dennis, bany, scheduled for this morning, tin- foundered
submarine
Rodriguez, Besteen township, thirteen south, range
23 men.
on Theodore Roosevelt by Cambridge sie Herlow, Inez Otero,
east of the New Mexico a gray haired woman of 64, Deputy til late this afternon or tomorrow as and she carried a crew of
Josephine Lotwenty-si- x
Mr. Roosevelt was given pez.
threatenconditions
are
University.
weather
the
principal meridian for cemetery pur- Marshal Fletcher arrived here today
a hearty reception by the 3,700 studHe spent the morning at Van SAN FRANCISCO'S FUTURE
poses or for any purpose not contrary from Clifton, Ariz., where he had ar- ing.
maents of the seventeen colleges . that
SUPPLY
WATER
his
Island
Rensselaer
up
tuning
read
was
Miss Hancock's Room, Grade 4.
to existing law. The bill
rested her a few days ago. The pris- chine.
make up the university. Mr. RooseSchool
Song
Flag of Our Nation
twice and referred to the comittee of oner wore handcuffs. On March 19,
made
Con
talk.
velt
brief
Decision of Hetch-Hetch- y
a
Valley
Recitation
Two
- - territoires and ordered printed.
Three"
"One,
and
Miss Dennis was arrested, charged GOLDEN RULE KOEHLER
As Mr. Roosevelt accepted the detroversy Has Been Postponed
'
,
Gladys Whittier
Delegate "Andrews introduced a bill with conducting a secret saloon and
gree diploma the students who crowd- Recitation "An
IMMORALITY.
Next Year.
Until
SUSPENDED
FOR
Blossom"...
is
Apple
there
connection
in
with
a
That
house
hereby
gambling
providing:"Teddy,
Washington, May 26. The decision ed the galleries shouted:
Ada Rodriguez
-,
audience
nated two hundred thousand acres of dressmaking establishment. Fletcher,
whole
while
not
or
the
the
Police
of
26.
the
whether
of
Chief
Teddy!"
Cleveland, May
question
Col-le- g
Song "The Telephone"
.... Girls
who was then not an officer of the law, Frederick Koehler, known throughout Hetch
land, not mineral, to St. Michael's
During the ceremony, the Recitation
valley in the Yosemite cheered.
Hetchy
"Don't Give Up"
M.
Said
land,"or became bondsman for $1,500.
Miss the country as the "Golden Rule" National Park is necessary to San students swung a teddy bear over the
at Santa Fe, N.
Page B. Otero, Jr.
proceds from th sale thereof, to be Dennis disappeared when the case chief and lauded by President Roose- Francisco as a future source of water center of the hall, where it dangled
Recitation "My Doll"
directed exclusively to the main- was called. Fletcher located the wo- velt as the best chief of police supply has been postponed until May, to the entertainment of everybody.
Helen Walker
tenance and support of the said educa- man in Arizona, had himself appoint- in the country, was suspended today next year, in order that an examina- - Mr. Roosevelt joined in the pleasanBoys
tional institution. The bill was read ed deputy marshal, went to Arizona by Mayor Baehr on charges of gross ,tion may be made into the sufficiency try and as he was leaving the building Song "Nobody's May"
and arrested her as a bond jumper and immorality, habitual drunkenness and of other sources of water supply at reached up and patted the teddy bear
He will save his $U00.
the disposal of that city.
with his hand.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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If you have
Weak and miserable.
Dull head
or
Bladder
trouble,
Kidney
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
"LISTEN TO MY TALE OF WOE."
in the back, and feel tired all over,
Eugene Fields.)
get a package of Mother Gray's AUSA lit i U- icai h in an orchard grew.
TRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
cure. It never fails. We have many
jA little ii'Mch of emerald hue;
Warmed by the sun and wet by the testimonials from
people
grateful
dew,
who have used this wonderful remeIt snnv.
dy. As a regulator it has no equal.
Ask for .Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
One day while passing that orchard at Druggists or sent by mail for 50
j
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
ihnmgh,
That little peach dawned on the view .Mother Gray Co.. LeRoy, X. Y.
Of Johnnie Jones and his sister Sue,
Them two.

Imperial
Jerssv Cream

i

i

Pansy
Bobolink

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

j

i

!

AlsoVAPIETY FRESH YEAST

at thai, peach a club they threw,
llmvn fvnm lli.i !ni nil wVlinh if drou'
Fell that little peach of emerald hue,

I'll

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

CITV

TOPICS!

c

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of

Mott (lieu!

John took a bite and Sue a chew,
And then the trouble began to brew,
couldn't
A trouble that the doctors
subdue.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast

SMOR

V

S

t j.

X

v

Si

$350

Beautiful Views From Capitol
Visitors to the upper floors of the
'
Under the turf where the daisies grew capiiol building have remarked on the
different win- -'
They planted John and his sister Sue, beauty of tbe views from
the
and
green trees
(lows
certainly
the
to
souls
And their little
angels
and wide expanse of green carpets naHew,
ture provides are restful as well as
lioo boo!
pleasing to the eye. The beauties of
1o
What of the peach of emerald hue, the Ancient City may be studied
season.
this
at
Warmed by the sun and wet by the advantage
Japanese Weds Swedish Girl An
dew,
international
wedding was performed
:Ah, well, its mission on earth is
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
at
Las
Regal quarter-size- s
Vegas
yesterday when Harry
through.
the
of
a
Matsuma,
employe
and
the
Japanese
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
Adieu!
may
Castaneda was married to Miss Frieda
let
show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
us
custom styles. Just
Death From Pneumonia at Albuquer- Hurgen of Sweden, hy Justice of the
Peace Manuel Martinez, who used the!
que David Baca, aged 19 years, died
language in performing the
at Albuquerque yesterday of pneu- Spani-- h
The bride is strikingly
ceremony.
monia.
beautiful.
Drunk
.lose
for
Griego
Thirty Days
Sanford Dodge Coming Owing to
and FeMpe Lucero were sentenced to
the
magnitude of the production of
at
in
for
jail
Albuquerque
thirty days
soon to he presented here
"Faust"
being drunk.
Mr. Sanford Dodge, and a talented
by
Vicente
Animals
for
Wild
Bounty
Villanueva of Villanueva, San Miguel company, it will be necessary for the
county, claims $TS bounty on two co- curtain to raise promptly at 8:20. All
who are intending to witness
this
yotes, two wild cats and one wolf.
Sando- great play should be in their seats at
License Issued Marcelino
val aged "!4 years, and Matias Lopez, that time. In order to get the full benefEach and
years, were granted a mar- it, of the performance.
aged
act
with
set
is
at
license
scenery,
Las
every
special
Vegas yesterday.
riage
Hearing Postponed Justice of the the costumes are beautiful, and every
Peace Murray at Las Vegas has post- feature is .presented with strict, atten- poned the hearing of Faustin Baca tion to detail and dramatic perfection.
charged with having mortgaged prop- Don't forget the date, Wednesday
erty he did not own to the extent of evening, June 1st, and remember this
is one of the few real dramatic treats
$tipu.
of the entire season.
Dcg Upsetting Lamp Causes Fire
A five room frame house, owned by
Showers in Vicinity The weather
John Fredericksou at Albuquerque, man states that it was partly cloudy
was destroyed by a fire caused by a "with showers in vicinity" yesterday.
dog upsetting a lamp. The loss is For many days there have been "showers in vicinity" but those who find the
$t,S(M) and the insurance $00.
Colonization and Eeet Sugar Fac- dust hard on the eyes wish the vicinity
tory W. J. Hoke, the real estate was Santa Fe. The temperature
L
a
agent, has gone to look over some varied from 43 to 72 degrees yesterlands in the Antonio Ortiz grant. This day and the humidity was 31 per cent.
grant was purchased in the latter part The temperature at 6 o'clock this
of lOas by the American Sugar Manu- morning was 54 degrees. A year ago
facturing and Refining Company, and today the maximu.ni was 70 and the
is now being sold in small tracts, a minimum 34 degrees with 72 per cent
number of which have already been of sunshine. There was a heavy forst
sold. It is the intention to erect a in the morning.
beet sugar factory at the townsite, the
Tax on Bachelors Tonight The Ser-io- r
first preliminary to the erection of
class play "A Tax on Bachelors"
which is to secure contracts from the will be presented in the high school
farmers for the growing of a sufficient auditorium at S o'clock tonight. There
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
acreage of beets for a period of five has been a brisk sale of the tickets,
tackles
your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
years at a uniform price of $ per ton even unmarried men having been buyare not rusty.
delivered at the factory." Las Vegas ers of front seats. Judging by the proWhenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
Optic.
gram there will he some more love
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
VeSix Indictments Returned at Las
making in the performance and this
gas The grand jury in the district expression "Are you sure you really
Phone
?iwAREco!S We have it,
bone
court at Las Vegas returned six in- love me" will be heard. Whether or
No. 14. If it's Hardware
dictments yesterday. Two are against not there will be love making on bendCayetano Torres and son, Jose Aaron ed knees a la St. Elmo stock comTorres for murder. Jose Antonio Mar-tin- pany remains to be seen. There are
was indicted for assault with a twelve in the cast They have been
WHOLESALE
He pleaded guilty rehearsing diligently, and a good show
deadly weapon.
AISD RETAIL
and blamed too much whisky for his is promised.
Two true bills were repredicament.
SorPeacock Had Notable Career
1
RATON
turned against Dionicio Padilla for row was
expressed today by many
YANKEE
a
stealing horse and a mare. Charles youngsters over the untimely death of
Allen was indicted for assault with a the beautiful
CERRILLOS
peacock owned by Major
deadly weapon and Charles Williams Fred Muller and which was one of the
for embezzlement.
Gabriel Romero
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
of the
neighborhood.
was acquitted of horse stealing. The sightsbird was 14 capitol
or 15 years of age and
The
Sawed Wood and Kmdlirjg.
case against William G. Ogie for per- in
rivalled the Javan species.!
MONTKZUMA AVKNTTR
beauty
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
jury was dismissed.
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
;The major had much difficulty bring-- j
85
nomadic!
ing up the bird which had a
Telephone
Telephone 85
streak in its makup, often flying as
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot far as Agua Fria and giving its owner!
reach the diseased portion of the ear. a great deal of trouble to bring it
There is only one way to cure deaf- back. The bird also had a habit when
ness, and that is
by constitutional quite young of flying on the capitol
remedies. Deafness is caused by an and posing as monarch of all it surAs a Protection for yourself 4eninnd aiiAbstiuct Jio you know whether
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- veyed. Later on, however, Mr. Pea-- ;
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
in
tastes
domestic
his
become
cock
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- and was content to visit neighbors
abstracts of Title,
Insu
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
ling sound or imperfect hearing and 'and display his beautiful assortment
in
was
The
bird
Furnished by
regular
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is of feathers.
Agency
the result, and unless the inflamma- his habits and always returned home
Catron Block
Santa Pe, N, M
Tel Black 76
tion can be taken out and this tube re- at 5:30 p. m. Whether or not the bird
not
war
is
an
saw
Indian
dance
ever
stored to its normal condition, hearnine known but certain it is that when the
ing will be destroyed forever;
cases out 'of ten are caused by Ca- feathered creature came in front of
a large mirror he went through a drill
tarrh, which is nothing but. an inflamPIAMOHP9
WATCHES
that was amusing to behold.
Qm
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
MANUFACTURER OF
for any case of Deafness (caused hy
"
!!!!!
catarrh) that cannot be cured hy
b
Right
"Ho
cirfor
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send
WVtUKT
Dale Mathods
Right ServiM
culars, free.
&
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
China and
Cut
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Telephone No 14ti Red
SAKTA FE. N. r.l.
345 San Franotoco SI.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Too

true:

i

No. 40

Telephone

Denver, Colo., May 2(i.
The forecast is fair weather tonight and Friday with cooler
weather tonight.

$400
$500

j

CALL AID SEE FOR YOURSELF

foot-leng-

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

SELIGMAN BROS

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Lea ther and Leather Ebony
Goods
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F.

I
1

PHOJiK
BLACK

GORMLEY
4ifi

ly

CANON
KOAIi

7

RPMG

MULLIGAN &

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
,,Ar"HHT 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PAAWVB
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Fi Id Seeds.
International Stock Food
Flour, Hay.

j

fejv

j

i

wood

Screened

Lump

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

tfmJHahwL

1!

A

FRANK

th

L0

HERSCH

Grain,

Sail and Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

R2

YONTZ
ibbxican filigree
arnuuei
ftm

I

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OP

I

NAY A JO BLANKETS AT

i

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need

to Cut.

S E.

Corner of Plaza.

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.

!CE CREAM

31

Ill'T

Glass,

Silverware

awoaimv

Z

SODA
PHARn
Our Specialty.- Zook'slootlBeer
-
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....
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IT IS SERIOUS.

Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.

I

pens pi

ALISTWM

The constant aching of a bad back.
The weariness, the tired feeling,
The pains and aches of kidney ills

Are serious if neglected.
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
;o avoid them.
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Burrows & Co. 'a drug store and
I was cured of a bad attack of kidney complaint. At that time a state-fen- t
appeared in the loca. papers,
telling of my experience and T now
take pleasure in confirming all that
was then said in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were other troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
was noticeable, and the contents of
to
two boxes restored my kidneys
their normal condition also entirely
removing the pain in my back. I am
glad to say that during the time that
has since passed, my cure has been

Large Sum Paid Insurance
Companies in New Mexico in 1909
L

REPORT

JUST

it.

OUT

The subject is having the attention
of the National Convention of Insurance Commissioners who are conferring with the representatives of the
societies, and will endeavor to prepare
a model law to be enacted by the several states.
New Companies.
A large number of new companies
have sprung up during the past year
and New Mexico will no doubt get her
share of them.
Stock in these promotions are generally sold by promoters who receive
a large percentage for their efforts
generally from 2o to 50 per cent which
must come out of the pockets of the
stockholders generally without their
knowledge but with the consent of the
officers of the company, and when the
stockholders ascertain that a large
portion of their money goes into the
hands of the promoters, and not into
the surplus of the company, dissatisfaction and dissension are the result.
Companies whose funds are properly
conserved and are economically and
honestly managed are a credit to any
community and should be encouraged.
The department has and will ascertain as far as possible the true facts
of the promotion and management of
companies, and gives its information
out through its "bulletins" to the public so that they may know the exact
facts and conditions. The people have
a right to know these conditions and
possibly have no other way of ascertaining them excepting through the insurance department, and any company
who refuses to give any information
regarding their company is certainly
not worthy of confidence.
Fire Waste and Prevention.
New Mexico has contributed generously during the past year towards
the national ash heap donating an insurance loss of approximately

Jacobo Chaves
and Peter Lienau Make

Commissioner

Good.
The fourth and fifth annual reports
of the department of the territory of
New Mexico, which is in charge of
Superintendent Jacobo Chaves and his
capable assistant, Peter M. Lienau, is
just from the press of the New Mexican.
The report not only gives a glimpse
of the efficient work by these officials
but also demonstrates that the crewas very
ation of the dewrtment
wise both from the standpoint of revenue as well as protection to policyholders. There were 105 compaines
doing business on December 31, 1909,
of which 35 wrote fire insurance, 2ti
life insurance, IS surety and casualty
insurance, while 24 were fraternal
beneficiary societies and 2 assessment
total
The
insurance
companies.
amount of fire risks written in 1909
was $33,240,313; net premiums paid
$003,977.46 and losses paid $424,099. 9j.
There were in force on December 31,
1909, a total of 99055 insurance policies amounting to $23,422,975. The
premiums paid in 1909 were $734,329,
and the losses paid $194,928, leaving a
snug margin for profit and reserve.
Surety and casualty company premiums .paid in 1909 were $107,265. The
introductory remarks of the report
are especially worth consideration and

permanent."
Price 50
For sale by all dealer
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

not available upon any mortality
table, and, therefore, no liability is
carried upon their books for the great
amount of life insurance which they
have outstaiiilinu;. The life of these
societies whose assessment rates have
been charged wiihimt regard to actual
mortality experience and who have
only nominal reserves accumulated
must be short and the loss a serious
A majority of
one to the insured.
these societies are operating on this
plan and will meet the same end unless legislation is enacted to prevent

n

It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

are therefore reproduced:
ular communications
Santa Fe, N. M., May 25,5 1910.
first Monday of eac) Hon. William J. Mills,
month a Masonic ha",
Governor of New Mexico.
at 7.30 p. m.
Sir: I have the honor to submit
H. H. DORMAN,
herewith, as provided by law, the
Acting Master fourth and fifth annual report of the
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
insurance department for the years
The responsibility for this result is
ending December 31, 1908 and 1909,
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, which includes a detailed statement largely due to the newer towns in the
R. A. M.
Regular con of the business transacted by all com- eastern part of the territory, but convocation second Monday of panies doing business in the territory ditions there and in other parts are
each month at Masonic compiled from the annual statements materially improving, and much betas filed with this department. There ter results are looked for in the fuHall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. is also included the names of all com- ture.
The estimated loss in the United
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
panies authorized at the date of this
report as well as a statement of the States during the past year was
or $35,000,000 less than the
Santa Fe Commandery No. business transacted as far back as re1, K. T. Regular conclave liable and authentic statistics are ob- year before. To have this amount of
fa fourth
Monday in each tainable. A list of all companies ad- wealth go up in smoke every year is
iimrrr
month at Masonic Hall at mitted and retired during the past two a disgrace, and certainly not in con7:30 p. m.
formity with American principles. In
years.
Life Insurance.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
taking care of the conservation of our
vV. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Life insurance in the territory dur- natural resources we would do well
ing the past year shows a prosperous to give heed to the annual drain upon
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 condition, the premium income of the .them by fire. Property destroyed by
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted companies operating upon a legal re- fire is gone, and the funds of insurScottish Rite of Free Masonry meets serve basis was $734,329.94 and death ance companies cannot replace them.
on the third Monday of each month claims paid of $194,928.99. There were This tremendous waste can be greatat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in in force at the end of the year 9,905 ly diminished as it is shown that
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. policies carrying insurance in the sum Berlin with a population of 3,000,000
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- of $23,422,975 which is gartifying, but has a fire loss of $175,000 annually,
nevertheless a small amount consid- while Chicago with a population of
dially invited to attend.
.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
has an annual loss of
ering our population and should lend
Venerable Master. encouragement to the companies opIt is estimated that 50 per cent
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
:of all losses are the result of carelesserating therein.
ness.
Secretary.
Fraternal Beneficiary Societies.
I believe that
publicity
complete
of these soThere are twenty-threupon the enormous annual
touching
transact
business
cieties authorized to
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., in the territory. They have collected waste by fire with the even more imholds its regular session on the sec- during 1909 in assessments the sum of portant subject "The Prevention of
,
have returned in Fire Waste" should be of peculiar
ond and rourth Wednesday of each $129,595.24 and
To
Mexico.
New
to
terest
of
the
people
month. Visiting brothers are invited death benefits $56,108.37.
the
of municipal
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
These societies should be placed bring it to the attention
endeavor
in
the
bodies
and
public
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. under the entire supervision of the inall in reof
secure
to
the
surance department. The only superSecretary.
fire and
causes
of
the
physical
moving
vision had at this time is the requireto forward the movement for better
finanment of the filing of an annual
Knights of Pythias.
construcSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of cial statement and the filing of power fire protection and building
lines.
tion
all
along
of
the
superinattorney designating
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
There are no doubt many who are
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. tendent of insurance their lawful at- anxious to know
just what to do to
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St. Visit- torney, the same as is required of
to
remove
and
the possibiliimprove
other classes of insurance companies.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
hand
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
At the present time policies or cer- ties of fire, while on the other
or
are
who
are
indifferent
there
many
JOHN K. 3TAUFFER. K. R. S.
tificates of many of these societies are
do not appreciate the needs of better
construction 'nor the dreadful fire and
death traps that surround them.
I will endeavor to bring this subject
before the citizens of New Mexico
through the department bulletins, and
I am ready to assist them in all possible ways so that the end desired
$424,-000.0-

j

$203,-649,00-

at?--

TTiWii

"

$5,000,-000-

e

in--

-'

'

SPECIAL

CASH

OFFER

PIANOS

may be attained.
Fire Marshal.
I believe that a step in the right direction would be taken if the laws of
New Mexico provided for a fire marshal to work in conjunction with the
He should
insurance department.
have the power to see that improvements required are made, and that
such steps are taken to remove all defects that are menace to life and prop-

For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to

Si.

erty.
The states of West Virginia, Ohio
and Illinois have passed such laws,
and if is being advocated in others,
with excellent results.
Respectfully submitted,

We will give you a receipt forj double the amount

FOR TEN DAYS ONLY

JACOBO CHAVEZ,

Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
"
"
25.00
50.00
"
"
15.00
30.00

Superintendent of Insurance.

Oar Prices are tba lowest New Yock Prices.

A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
this book for some discouraged, disheartened sufferer! Do a simple act
of humanity!
Point out this way to
Surcertain relief!
quick and
get- prise some sufferer, by first
.
,
IV.
ana
icoi.
iu
mis iium uie uie uooKiet
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
.

EYLES MffSIO CO.
All Popula- - Sheet Music

East Side Plazp.

i
'

f.

Stripling-Burrow-

1

s

1

1

& Co.

1

SOUR

stoMacii

New Mexico Military Institute

"I

used Cascarets and feel like a new
man.
have been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach for the last two
years. I have been taking medicine and
other drugs, but could find no relief only
for a short time. I will recommend
Cascarets to my friends as tbe only thing
for indigestion and sour stomach and to
keep the bowels in good condition.
They are very nice to eat."
1

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wtn Point of th fiouthweat
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Arm? Inspector- - RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

Harry Stuckley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.

GROWTH

"..'.

9

Pleasant.
Potent. Taste Good.
Vo Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
JOc. 25c. 50c. Never sold In built. The gen-Bin- e
tablet
C C C. guaranteed to
cure or yourstamped
936
mouey back.

men for college or fur business life. Great
of open a!r work. Haithle.t location
of any Military Schoni in the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatior. of 3,700
everv day, but
feet above sea level,

amount

V.

it 4r

51

OF BUILDING
AND LOAN SOCIETIES.

rl 'J

Convention of Delegates at Charlotte,
North Carolina, Representing
$800,000,000 Assets.

A4

title rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from sUrdard eastern colleges. Ten
-

buildings, thoroughly furnished, neatod, llgnt
edjand modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, HamlPoa. Vice I'residerj:: J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary. aDd W
A Fin lay
For particular anl Illustrated catalogue

j

(,

Charlotte. N.
May 20. Amazement, no doubl, would be expressed by
.Sam Pilling, .leieniiah Horrocks and
Dr. Henry Taylor, ihe three Englishmen who, upon adopting America as
their future home, brought with them
from England the idea of and started
the first building and loan society in
the I'nited States iu 1S31, if they could
have been present here today at the
opening of the eighteenth annual convention of the I'nited Stales League
of Local Building and Loan Associations. Little did they think, perhaps,
when they organized the first society
in Frankford, now a part of Philadelphia, that the idea would grow into
the popularity and power it now
At today's convention
were delegates from all corners of the Union
representing about O.oOu associations
with a membership of nearly two millions and total assets of almost
The League will discuss at
its sessions today, and those to be
held tomorrow, matters for the protection and promotion of building association interests.
Governor V. W. Kitchin himself
came to Charlotte to welcome the delegates to the state. Mayor T. W. Hawkins extended a welcome for the city
and S. Wittkowsky, on behalf of the
North Carolina Building and Aun Association. Jay W. Sutton, of Sault Ste
Marie, Mich., president of the national
oiganization responded to the address
of the governor and First Vice President .lames M. Mackay to the other
addresses.
Besides the addresses of welcome
and the resionses President Sutton
made his annual address and the other
officials submitted reports.
A number of addresses were delivered on subjects relating to the business of the members. W. M. Adams,
of Fitchburg, Mass., spoke on "Auditing. Of what shall it Consist?" Alexander Moore, of Port Huron, Mich., on
"Status of Investors and Borrowers in
Insolvent Building and Loan AssociaWinfield T. Dur-bitions;"
of Indiana, on "Corporate
Surety
Bonds, Preferable to the Personal
O'Connor
'Surety Bonds;" Charles
Hennessy, of New York City, on "Law
Governing Withdrawals. What Should
it be?" and George F. Gilmore, of
Omaha, Neb., on "Postal Savings
Banks."
Tomorrow's sessions will be devoted to addresses and miscellaneous
business. Dr. J. M. Hurtt, of Pomona,
Calif., will speak on "Dividend Law;"
L. L. Rankin, of Columbus, O., on
"Distinguished Features Between the
Serial and the Ohio Plan;" O. B.
N. C, on
Eaton, of W7inston-Salem- ,
"The Building and Loan; an Institution for the People;" Konrad Ricker,
of Chicago, III., on "The Opinion of a
Foreigner on the American Building
and Loan Association," and George W.
Cliffe, of Philadelphia, Pa., on "Proper
Legislation for Building Associations
and How the Same Should be Secured."
Many social events have been
planned for the entertainment of the
delegates and those who accompany
them.

iddress.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

ells Fargo & Company
Express

itfneral Express rnrwarder
TO

411

$Ktio,-iino.oni- i.

isaveMonry and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Taroughoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

ST

M

IS1

FHI 1

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

CHA3- - CLOSSON

Gaspar Avenue

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Tbe Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

i1

JYV

Manager for New Mexico.

BERGERE,

Santa Fa,

N. M.

THE C. E.

Catron

&

Block

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

The High Cost of Living.
luciease the price of many necessities without improving the quality.
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
high standard or excellence and its
great curative qualities without any
Increase in cost. It is the best rem-

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands
under ditch, 340 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, StiO.OO to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

KANOHKS,

URGK

edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
cough and all ailments of the throat,
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
& Co.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
CARLISLE INDIAN GRADUATE
AS STRIKE BREAKER.
Spokane, Wash., May 26. Harry
Wheeler, a full blooded Siwash, center star of the Carlisle Indian school
team of 1908 and 1909 and linguist and
scholar, has become a strike-breake- r
in a local restaurant, reduced from
his high place, he says, by stress of
circumstances following the death of
his younger brother on the Nez Perce
Indian reservation in northern Idaho.
Wheeler is educated and refined, and
though probably more at home on the
gridiron, in the class room and in an
office he has mastered the art of serving a luncheon or a dinner and is not
afraid of work. When recognized by
a party of eastern college men he admitted his identity and talked freely
of his strange mix-uwith fortune. He
came to the northwest from New York
a short time ago, being summoned by
the illness of his brother. The brother died and after the funeral Wheeler
came to Spokane, arriving here the
day 600 waiters and kitchen helpers
went on strike on five minutes' notice. He was pressed into the service and will remain until the end of

Parts of the World

AN
SMALL
D

We are nreDnred

to locate sptt.lpi-- r
eminent land. We have Irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

LET US HE4R

RANCH KS.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.
FROM YOU.

Shapeliness.

.

p

the strike.

When you are in a hurry and want in a
garment be it coat, vest or pants
a good outfit come here for single or
is its principal merit. But all kinds
double
of garments are liable to lose their
shape through the wear and tear of
LIVERY.
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
healthy horses and clothes, send it to us and notice how
fine carriages are here and subject to quickly we clean it and press it back
your order. "We want your business to its original shapeliness and newin the livery line and will appreci- ness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
ate it.
service is wonderful.
Good-lookin-

WILLIAMS
31C

1

KISIKG

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Jalins Maralter, Tailor
Chr Palace & Washington

Ave

3
PAUL
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fe Postoffice.
routes by mall

;a

Enured as Second Class Matter

Daily, six
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"
-Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

and handling their goods rising, seek through their presses again that cover,
compensation for" the added outlay crossing out merely the word "Detherefore
charging a higher price. The lighted" and substituting
by
thing the railroads have to sell is Whittier's lines:
transportation, and as the cost of the "tor of all sad words of tongue or pen,
transportation work advances, so the The saddest" are these: It might have
been.'
compensation asked for the same
However, it is seldom, that so strikmust also be allowed to go up if
ing an illustration is given of the fact
bankruptcy would be averted.
would
itself be the that death has the impolite habit of
"The community
the best laid plans of men,
worst sufferer should the carrying in- crossing
those of magazine publishincluding
to
reduced
Not
terest be
insolvency.
who are ambitious to be right up
ers
onlv would the public suffer through
to the times.
the inability of the carriers to furnish
proper service, hut it would also, and!
flu- way that fees of probate clerks
still more, suffer through the curtailare
beginning to be cut down by opinment of the spending power of the.
of the attorney general and decisions
of
roads. Aggregate gross earnings
ions
of the courts, the office will not
United States railroads in normal
look near as attarctive to patriots in
exceed
now
$2,500,000,000
limes
per' the future as it did in the past.
year, and with this earning capacity
impaired to any great extent, and
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com-:- .
with the annual supplies of new capi-- '
?
on hand a large supply of
tal for the use of the roads cut off
and
tablets suitable for school
j.nir.
to the extent of many hundred miluv v. tie desk, mid also for lawyers
lion dollars annually, there could be
:
We
good everywhere.
only one result, namely industrial will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
we
saw
as
the
disaster,
panic.
during
Merchants juiti shippers should take
counsel of their better judgment and
not dmy to the carrier
the right WOODY'S RACE
ivluch they always ask for themselves,
From
namely that of grading the selling
cost."
in
with
accordance
strict
BARRANCA TO TAOS
price

R.

J,

L.

Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in Xew Mexico. It
a
and
litis
growing t'rculatf.)
large
every postofScs in Ibe Territory, and
ive people of the Southwest.
and
progress
the
intelligent
,aiuD?
.
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RAILROADS of all

is the
,1...
. t
ii. . ...
tilt" fiviinnyou

these roads

enormous

LAFOLETTE AND THE
........... K 3..
u,n lu 1,1
Senator LaFolelte who is so COllIn these circumstances, ilip f:ift.
a
cerned about the public genius;
"if i
manuals ui u,e
square deal from the railroads, ihat
he made a thvilling speech , about it
art ivins m)tjce of contem- of a dema-- . j,iate( advances in rales, is invested
much
is
very
yesterday,
u siniiilv ihrowins: out what with ereat significance. We "referred
Mast week to the tact tnat western
... ,i lllvo i, i 1.11 v,.iii to
iiiir
"i.". "v further his
lie Ue"
North South
roads had filed new tariffs with the CARING FOR INDIGENT CONSUMP- Meets Both
no-j
The laws of
.political ambitions.
interstate commerce commission proBcurds Trains.
TIVES.
litical economy, of supply and demand, vi(ljus for a(ivances in freight rates to
Ltaves
Barranci on the arrival ot
nearof
rate
At
the
increase,
present
Unit-ur)
jllto effect: June 1. These advances
have not been suspended in the
north
the
bound nam and arrives at
must
before
forty-fivyears
elapse
com ly
Taos at 7 p. m.
ed States and the avetsage of dividends cover many classes ot goods and
to
accommodations
sufficient
hospital
modities and 'seem to average about
deTen miles shorter than any other
for all the indigent consumppaid by railroads (luring the past
10 to 15 per. cent, the additions being provide
enorso
been
in the United States will be protives
Good covered hack and good
cade or two have not
way.
in amount in the case of the
declares the National Associa- teams.
mous as to indicate that any one is be- largest
vided,
inwhere
of
classes
goods,
of
In fact, official statistics higher
iitii' robbed.
We tion for the Study and Prevention
Ia.s
EireiyThing cLoxie to
ii
America creases would be very little felt.
in He
..i
a
issued
in
ti,.,. .1,,.
bulletin
Tuberculosis
ineecger Csmfortatle,
to
week
the
last
referred
7
.,"
T'w
a
,n:also
"
Cliarae lai leas iu "I";
creases in passenger rates (particu- Trip
Although over 7,000 beds in hospithan do the railroads of Europe even
tu ii i n Hml
rates) be- - tal?, sanatoria, camps, and wards for
i
l
i" ttia
I,.,
nmnapps- .
m.
in commies wueie
u"o'. I,
by many different roads tuberculous patients were established
....... is HIS! made.......
x.ne roaa.i ami me
n
ia ui inliilnvS
Ihpf last
uro unnrtt'ir
Lias wo. i"
Is
tnat
ii
t
or
year, there are fully 200,000 inonlv
more gen- still
become
has
movement
fnii
consumptives who ought to be
digent
The' New Mexican Uonwfe
liere
mail after
-- '
ii,., .....w.nt nroulr
"
.
placed in such institutions and a total
well, that the railroads in New Mexico
of only 22.720 beds in tlhe entire councarry traffic at less than actual cosi.s "
rail
of
the
most
all,
Hut,
ttimcui-tieimportant
financial
try. On May 1, 1!t09, there were
The example of the
e
beds for consumptives and 294
of the New Mexico Central rail- roads easi of Chicago have given
their
to
advance
an
of
intention
lie
The annual report of the
r rv u
to
institutions.
but
needs
.
road, for instance,
ijaio
icavca xtjuuuay" xucauay"
m- the increases National Auncin inn enoW'-an
"class"
rates,
not
is
it
that
demonstrate
to
cited,
7 500
20 per cent, the crease of 99 institutions
Keturris
10
to
from
rnursaay and Friday.
meet
and
to
ranging
railroad
a
an easv matter for
.
..
nffOH tl'll about
UCLUUlt:
, ,.l,,.r,io mil Til iilw9k (II ...i
II IC ' I1C
beds.
rUlCH IU lw.rtr.......
AGENCY at 0. K. Barber Shop
Clltvuic
J ne
In seven states. .Alabama, Idaho,
Cincago papers report.
est and dividends, even where the July la.
to this effect has Montana, Nevada. Oklahoma, Wyom- Mrs PO. BROW
that
information
will bear
traffic
the
that
rate
highest
Phone No 23 Red
C. Barlow, traffic di-- ' ing and L'tah, with a combined popuis charged. Says the Commercial and been given to II.
of
Association
one
bed
not
over
5,0(1(1,000,
of
lation
the
rector
of
Chicago
Financial Chronicle of New York:
and to John M Glenn, for consumptives has been provided.
"Undoubtedly the most, favorable Commerce,
the Illinois Manufactur- In nine states and territories, Alaska,
factor in the situation at the moment secretary of
Sixth-clas- s
Association.
railers'
freight Delaware, Florida, Kansas, Mississipreadied
by
is the determination
rates
between
Chicago and New York pi, South Carolina. South Dakota, Verroad managers to make a general
advanced from 25 cents to mont and West Virginia, the number
increase in rates to offset the tre- ;are to be fifth-clas... of beds for consumptives in each case
s
.50 to
from
6X-!--'
cents,
in the
w,.i.. , .,uoni,iit:.itirm
40 is les? than 50, while the combined
fourth-clas- s
3o
to
- cents,
from
n
wide.u
vn.
nenses ot me lottur,
third-clas- s
from 50 to 60 cents, population of these states is over
For
years .he only
advances in wages to which cents,
snre-tOn the basis of 400 deaths to
s
75 to 90 cents.
It
is
from
to
'roads
in
order
first class tonsorial parlor
have agreed
the
at present, it seems, to a million of population, which is apivert strikes and prevent interruption not proposed
in
Santa Fe.
in
the
rate
the
present
commodity proximately
The future of advance the
nf traffic onerations..
be
would
United
there
nearly
OUR NEW PITCH
is,
States,
but.
the
represumption
rates,
these,
the railroads would have to be
5,000 deaths annually from luberculos-ion.
wiil
be
later
raised
TREATMENT
if
their
dubious
garded as very
in these fourteen states with at
and
hinted in certain
"It has been
goods
for
transporting
charges
disease a'.l s guaranteed to cure, (not only
the nuarters that in raising their trans- least. 20,000 cases of this 500
passengers could not be raised as serbeds to relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
and less than
the
time,
railthis
time
at
portation charges
cost to them of rendering the
care
them.
other scalp irritations. We also
for
road managers are seeking to anticivice increased.
New York state lends in the num- carry a
enactment
of
the
complete 'ine of all the
railroad
pate the probable
"The situation confronting
ber of beds for consumptives provid- popular hair and facial tonics.
considerof
now
under
some
Bill
Railroad
by
well
illustrated
officials ii
5.470 beds;
ed up to May 1st with
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & MTCH
tho monthlv returns of net earnings ation by Congress, which would make Massachusetts is second with 2,403
:
that have been coming to hand dur-- it impossible to increase rates except beds; Pennsylvania, third, with 2.347;
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ins the last two or three weeus We with the consent of the interstate Colorado, fourth with 1,489 beds; and
But that is
referred to a number of these in our commerce commission.
New Mexico fifth witli 1,104 beds. As
issue of last Saturday, and will to- merely idle talk. The officials are yet not one state in the country has
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
case, taking the step because the salvation niiiHe mlenii:i n nrnvisioil for its con
day cite only one additional
We
it.
Cenof
the properties depends upon
New York has set itself fhone us. wevyillbeffladtocallfor your
namely that of the New York
sumptives.
to
is
it
are
not
of
told
put
laundry on Mondavs and Tuesdavs
month
good
policy
the
for
the task of having "No uncared-fo- r
tral, whose return
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
March has come, to hand the present nil tariff charges when Congress is Tuberculosis in 1915.'" and several
All work is guaranteed: your
and
new
for
laws
curbing
are
devising
satisfactory
week. Cross receipts
cities in other parts of the country
socks are mended and buttons
of
roads.
the
in
activities
the
restraining
have adopted similar programs. The
enough. lie total of the gross
sewed on you shirts. without
March this vear having been SfK.uid,-- : rossioiy not. aui wnen me qurauuu National Association says that tuberextra charge.
the
is
one
in
very
solvency
concerning
as against onlv $7,334,719
culosis will not be stamped out until PHONE RED 122.
PHONE RED 122.
varcii last vear. giving an increase of the roads, matters of policy are all cases of this disease are cared for
"
-- ..
,",f
considera-scant
note!
to
receive
...
only
apt
,ni. But
either in their homes or in instituIV I"pr'
.
Ul
"l'',l'vr, Vll hi
how the expenses have run up. These tion. It is necessity that is moving tions. With this end in view, efforts
officials nothing will be made to increase the number
amounted to no less than $6,895,853 the administrative
else.
last
of hospital beds in this country to at
$5,322,078
this year, against only
"as stated last week, the estimate ieast 35,000 by May 1 1911.
year, thus showing an augmentation
of $1,573,175, or nearly 30 per cent. As js that the advances in wages which
Through ihe courtesy of the Carlsa consequence, net earnings actually tne railroads of the United States have
record a decrease for the month in the been called upon to make will add bad Argue, the printer, the New Mexilarge sum of $S3 l,3t;o, the companyin $150,000,000 to their yearly expenses, can has been favored with a copy an-ofhnvins? earned only $1,117,081 net
Obviously, the managers would be "The Round Up," an illustrated
Per-1910 aeainst $2,012,041 in 1909
derelict in their duty if they did not litial published by the Carlsbad High
is
this
lie
that
only
will
said
undertake to arrange for this added School, it is neatly printed and behaps it
an isolated month. Take, therefore, yearly outlay, the more so as all the sides furnishing a beautiful souvenir
the results for March in conjunction roads are being obliged to make enor- - to each member of the graduating
with those for January and February, nl0s additional outlays of capital to class serves to demonstrate the fact
For the three months combined the provide the facilities which public that the Carlsbad High School is an
iVniral increased its stress earnings ponvenience and necessity demand institution to ue pioua ot anu or wriicn
over 1909 in amount of $2,412,197, for the conduct of their business, its graduates are proud. The class this
or 12 per cent but in the same three shippers and travelers are opposing year runs much to poetry but the
of permonths there was an augmentation in the move, but what alternative is book also has an abundance
information
about
sonal
and
16
quips
and
over
per; there for meeting the present
WE ARE LONG ON
expenses of $2,548, 136, or
the picclass
activities.
Of
course,
of
outcome
in
the
increases
expenses
cent. Consequently,
prospective
APPLES
large tures of each member of the class as
the $2,412,197 gain in gross earnings which the growth of traffic.
of
and
as
well
the
teachers
appear
is a loss of $135,939 in net. In other though it lie, is not sufficient to take
some novelty is added to the former
in- care of?
WK W1U. SHILfi WHJI.K THK
words, the Central did a greatly
by the printing on the same page with
li ASTcreased business, but owing to the, "previous to the present year,
men
of the young
in the cost of ihe work, roa(1 nlanagei s have acted very cau- - tach of the portraits
snd vnuTis' women of :i nictnre taken
No. 1 1!, 0. apple per liox
it, is actually poorer off in net.
tionsly about raising their transpor- - h
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,n infan(.s
the
is
this
t ney
too, that
nave
been
"Remember,
tation
charges.
is
which
a
other
novel
Idea
clouies.
It
0 pounds for
situation before the recent, advances afraid of incurring public hostility.
25
schools, including that at Santa
in wages had gone into effect to any At the time of the panic, when rail high wii: be
at no disto
Fe,
adopt
ready
further- road revenues suffered such tremend- No, B. D. apples per Box
great extent. Remember,
1.00
tant date. The commencement prorailroad grams which accompany "The Round
inore, that the Central is now oDUgeu;mls shrinkage and when
for
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to earn dividends or interest on a iao0r refused to agree to any reduc- 25
of the printUp", are neat
much
capitalization, it having Uon ln wages, they had the matter ers' p.vt fully upspecimens
that
to
the
reputation
But the
serious consideration.
put out $44,058,000 new stock in Jan under
job printing plant has mainuary, only $21,966,615 of which was they were told by those high in au- tained for many years.
to take up existing obligations, the thority at Washington that they must
remainder being for additions and neither reduce wages nor increase
Death was swifter than the Ameriimprovements to meet the impera- rates. Now they have got to a point can magazine publishers the other day.
They arc now at their best and lowtive demands of an increasing busi- where they can no longer lake coun- The Columbian, one of tlhe brightest
est for tilt; season, for t his and
ness. This is entirely independent sel of timidity. If wages cannot be and most
next week we will make a
monthly periodic-- ;
2
4
cent
equipcut in dull times, but must be further a!s founded in recent years, had pre-- '
per
of the $30,000,000
low price in crate lots.
special
ment trusts created the present year advanced as soon as industrial con- - pared for its June number a beautiful
to cover the needs of all the various ditions improve, and if the companies cover in coiors illustrating the meet- lines in the Central system for ad- are to respond to the constant de-- ing of King Edward and Theodore
ditional rolling stock. We take the mand of the public for increased Roosevelt, the latter saying
return of the New York Central for
and for better accommoda- - lighted." The cover picture was in
illustration because it is the very tion and facilities, then they must connection with an article entitled
latest report of the kind that has be supplied with the wherewithal to "The Truth About Roosevelt," by
ex- - ward Marshall.
reached us, though we might just as
their existence. As
The exigencies
of
& COMPANY
well have used the return of the plained last week, the situation of the publishing require that the cover be
Northern
is
no
the
of
or
matter
in
that
this
railroads
Atchison,
really
printed a month before the magazine
Pacific, or that of the Rock Island, different from that of the producer is put into the mails but when the
or the Union Pacific, or a host of or manufacturer. These latter, when cable flashed the news that King
find the cost of manufacturing ward had died, the publishers
others. The feature in the exhibits
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The Oldest Banking institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

PALEH. President.

$150,000
80.000

"""ransacts a general banking business in all its branches,
Loans mone on the most favorable terms on all kirjeis of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bone's and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foiijjn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to al! parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
s as are given by any money transmitmg agency puolic or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at t'.ie rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or ."years' time, i L'ibsral
advances made on consignments, of livestock, and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tha ba;;ki;:;.; line,
aid ai's to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in ail respects.
? "as is consistent with safety and the principles uf sound bank-- 2
ing.
Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
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HOTEL
VAUGHN pROP,

WU-LIA-

1

one-thir-

one-hal-

d

MPEHIAL LAUNDBY

One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

For Best Laundry Work

15,-24-

no-lic-

i

West

Large Sample

Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

..

VV

Aent

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

KERR'S

HOTEL

'

id

J. E. LACOME

first-clas-

Proprietor

s

Commodious

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

j

!

j

i

j

1

& Go.

GROCERS

j

APPLES

j

j

Ed-they

H. 3. KAUNE
PHONE 26

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRKS8

THE BUTTON VK

IX) THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
1

M

serving

i

"

wit

Ourincreasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL COFtONADO
RATES

41.00 A DAY

AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

AM. MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OA FBI tn
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. (Jive us a trial if you want first clnss service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

NAVAJO, CBIMAY0

and BALLETA
'rig..-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10 STORE
301-30- 3

BLACKBERRIES'

"De-servic- e

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

I

fp I

Sample Jfosm

San Francisco St.
Open Unlil 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CttlMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS.

'

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKE1S

CANDELARIO

75c
25c

H0c

15c
65c

"
"

c

.

"

a,
.

-

"

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH "YOUR MONEY ?

.

E. Yokoni of San Francisco is at
ihe Palace.
Miss Rebecca Gold is visiting at
j
Xarissa, 111.
I. V. Adams has returned from aj
j
surv yinvr trip.
Leonard Jones, a Denver insurance1
man. is at the I'alace.
Mrs. f. 11. Folk, a sightseer from
Cananea. is in t he city.
(.'harh-Oden, a salisman from Los:
Ane'es.. : at the Claire.
of;
George L. Roach, a salesman
Denver, is at the I'ahu-eF. H. Hennery, a travelinir man from;
San Francisco, is in the city.
E. ('. Alien, a broom salesman from!
Denver, is callins; on the trade.
Emilio Romero, of Truchas, Rio Ar-- ;
riha county, is at the Coronado hotel,
Coloned E. V. Dobson has returned
to Albuquerque from Washington, D.

:

JCVWRAMs

JUL

SPQ' AH?

ABE YOU COIN' FISHIN'MR.

YOU CAN FILL a. BUCKET
r Usui n .
FTS 1 Tfc TTbj lv
'

n.llfl

......

ULb

Use the
TS--

fTA?7

A'

1

If you are, y" win
tackle,

Trout.

'

J

mmr:.

v

j

..;'"
J- ii2

;''.''

"'

,neefd

8me

other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
hat vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

j

.

FiV'.

'

a

His Time is Yours

j

COME IN AND ORT AC.
QUAINTFD vVITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

j

C.

UT

M. J. Seaton. a dry goods salesman;
the
from, Kansas City, is calling on
'

IllMrHE BANK

trade.

BANK ONE DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the interest
on it, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable fortune. The interest on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

CO.

TRUST

&

J

'

,;

j

Htichert of El Paso, and who'
reiircsents a typewriter firm, is in;
.
the city.
Our Line is all new and complete in every
E. J. Berliner, of the A niericaif Tobacco Company, is litre from, New,
larger
detail ' our assortment
York City.
ever.
and more comnlete.
15.
A.
Rcnehan and
Attorneys
THE
J '
C IIOVC I1IICS, IUUO, I Ctlo,
J
6
iaonv ic, uijv.
Charles C. Catron spent yesterday at
'
lower
line and prices. Our prices are
Albuquerque.
li SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our
.1.
R. Jennings of Gallup Texas, is
than
before.
ever
here on business. He is registered1
at Gregg's hotel.
Dr. S. Locke, one of the leading
citizens of Springer. Colfax county,
is a Santa Fe visitor.
up
Eugene Fischer, who sells bath
room supplies, and travels out of New
York City, is calling on the trade.
Register M. R. Otero of the local
land office, lias returned from Las Vegas where he was a witness in a land
Wholesale & Retail
case.
Dealers in
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Terhune
and;
baby are at the Palace. Mr. Terhune
is an insurance man from the Duke:
City.
.lames Barry of St. Louis and who
has charge of the steam heating plant EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS EX- PERIENCED AT SALT LAKE,
of the sister's new hospital building.!
is in the city.
The condition of Adjutant General
Salt Lake City, May 20. A slight!
A. S. Brookes who was operated on earthquake shock was felt in parts of
for appendicitis at Roswell, is report- the Salt Lake valley at 12:uS this
ed to be favorable.
morning.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, territorial;
coal oil inspector has received word
that his son who has been quite ill in:
Las Vegas, is improving.
MONEY AND METALS.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart while in-- '
stalling an automatic gauge in the
Xew York, May 2(1 Call money
Rio Grande at Buckman's Qiad the mis- li Arn
Prime mercantile paper
fortune to dislocate his shoulder.
4 i a
; Mexican dollars 41; AmalMarcelino A. Ortiz went to Las Ve- -' gamated 70
Xew
Atchison 109
gas yesterday with Jose Amado Lujan York Central 120
Reading lC;U-2- ;
of Pojoaque, who will be admitted as Southern Pacific 126
Union Pacifa patient in the territorial asylum for ic KM; Steel 8:i;!-S- ;
pfd. 1.18
the insane.
Xew Y'ork, May 20. Lead steady
Former County Commissioner .lose' 440fj 430: copper steady,
standard
pre-5ent- j
.some
rang-in- g
Inez Roibal of Xambe is in Santa Fe spot 12.5011 12.60; July 12.43?. 12.50;
today delivering his completed census' silver 53
returns to the office of the census suGRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
6e
pervisor.
Chicago, 111., May 26. Wheat July
Special Agent Elmer Marsh, of the 95
Sept. 93.
census bureau, left this forenoon for
Corn July 58
Sept. 58
Chamita, Santa Clara, San Juan and
Corn July 37
Sept. 36 8 (a
Duluc to look after the closing up of
Pork July 22.05; Sept. 21.90.
the Indian census at these points. He
Lard July 12.20 12.21
Sept.
will return Monday evening.
12.10(T 12.12
andl Ribs July 12.20; Sept. 12.07
"Mr. and Mrs. John .loerns
WOOL MARKET.
baby have returned to their home in!
Raton, after an extended visit to thej St. Louis, May 26. Wool dull; terAMERICAN 5oY
family of U. S. Attorney D. J. Leahy, ritory and western mediums IS 23
in this city. Mrs. Joerns is a sister of fine mediums 17(f 20; line 12115.
OLD SCHOOL DAY ROMANCE
Mrs. Leahy." Las Vegas Optic.
LIVESTOCK.
L. H. Terhune of Albuquerque, in-- ;
Chicago May 26. Cattle Receipts
CHRISTY GIRL
sped or for Xew Mexico of the Rocky slow. Beeves 5.50fi8.GO; Texas steers
Mountain Fire Underwriters' Associa- $416.60; western steers $5.15(a7.50;
FORGET-ME-NO- TS
tion, was in conference today with Su- stockers and feeders
$3.90(g6.45;
!
Cha-Jacobo
of
Insurance
cows
and
heifers
$2.70
calves
perintendent
$7,7518;
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE
'ves. He has just completed
(a 7.
the city of Roswell.
Market
22,000,
Receipts
Hogs
MY HIGH SCHOOL DAYS
"Mrs. A. O. Wheeler left yesterday steady. Light $I).20&9.50; mixed $9.20
for Santa Fe where she will spend (a9.50; heavy $9,1519.50; rough $9.15
SCHOOL DAY MEMORIES
a short time visiting her sister, Mrs.
9.30; good to choice heavy $9.30.
E. A. Flske.
Early in June Mrs.! 9.50; pigs $99.40; bulk $9.409.43;
Wheeler w ill leave for Kansas City
MY COMMENCEMENT
Market
Receipts 12,000.
Sheep
where she will join her husband and' weak. Xative $3.50 5.50;
western
'
leave with him for a trip through the $3.505.60;
$5.70 7.50;
yearlings
east followed by a visit to Germany.' lambs native $5.25 8.60; western
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer will take charge S5.75'8.70.
of the house and look after the Whee
Kansas City May 26. Cattle Reler children during their parents' ab- ceipts 6,000, including 1,000 southern.
WE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
FOR
sence." Las Vegas Optic.
Market slow. Xative steers $6.90
HONEST DEALING
"Miss E. Estelle Sloan, of Santa Fe 8.13;
southern
steers $4.40 7.65;
who has been visiting in Belen for the southern cows $3.506.45;
native
past several months gave a reception cows and heifers $3.15 7.25; stockers
to a number of her friends at the resi- and feeders $4.25 6.10; bulls $3.50
dence of Mrs. A. F. Morrisette last 6; calves $4.157.40; western steers
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
evening. There were about thirty la- $5.60 7.65; western cows $4.15 6.1 5.
"&e CI AtfFMnO'V
dies and gentlemen friends present,
Market
Hogs
Receipts 9,000.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
and the evening was spent, very pleas steady. Bulk $9.30 9.40; heavy $9.35
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
conversa.45; packers and butchers $9.30
antly in games, music and
DESIGNS.
V.BOYLK
R.
Mgr.
tion. The entertainment was enjoyed 9.45; light $9.20 9.35; pigs $8.85
host-much
those
,9.15.
very
AltK SKLLIN
by
present. The
(H'TI
CL&REftDON
PODLTRY YARDS
FRESH LAID
ess Miss Sloan during the evening
ov.'iy diiy
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Sheep
served very delicious
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White tVyniidottes. Ohickens
refreshments. steady. Muttons $46.50; lambs $7
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed
clean wholesome food
The event wi'l long be remembered as 8.75; fed western wethers and yearonly. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlri' one of the most pleasant affairs of the lings $4.75 6.25; fed western ewes $4
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
season." Belen Tribune.
5.50.
C.
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
the Isaac Walton Fever.
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BOY LOTS in

the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

"

OP

Las Cruces

SANTA PE HARDWARE

$5.00 down $5.00 a moath. no interest, co
taxes, no mortage, a deed wlieu the lots are
paid for. You c&n't, afford to iet a GOOD investment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment

FINE LINE OF

so

Qflr-p-

Dealers in Furniture

ma&-

-

FOR THE HOUSE

fllld

Windows

k SUPPLY CO.

j

Phone. Red

Af

fZ

Everything in Hardware.

Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
H9 San Francisco St.

tice OUr

j

'i--

All kinds of furnishings froaa chinaware to stoves, and
ranges; 1 Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
aud hat racks. Wagner folding
VT!!
GRE
are
They
L.;oS o 'er oar stoc.tr aud see 11 there is.n.-i-tsomething to interest you.
go-car- ts

4

we have made .special

j

in

could
dook

Ornamental Doors.

effortto .secure

choice graduating

price from 25c, to $2.50. nothing

appropriate than a nice
published especially for the
more

very purpose.
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOLLOW

j
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are made to perfection from our RELIABLE DRUGS
Lumber) because the wcod is AND MEDICINES
perfect in every particular and Are the only kind safe to use. The
free from every imperfection of uncertain kind are very apt to do more
knots, cracks and warpings. harm than good.
Every foot of it is thoroughly WHAT YOU GET
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so FROM THIS PHARMACY
it can be absolutely relied upon
If the
can rely upon absolutely.
by carpenters and builders, aid you
is
to
household
dear
health
of
you
wide-awayour
archiall sensible,
your sincerity by coming here
tects hereabouts particularly prove
mention our Lumber in their for your drugs and medicines.
specifications.
&
Company.
ke

STR1PL1NG-BIM0W-

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

''.

'ere

S

your dollar buys the most.

Bills Bros. Monumental Co,
OP DENVER

j

i

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

vJrwi,

GARDEN

1

KS

ALL GRADF.S K MARBLE A (JKAX ITK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
125

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe, N.

Mex.

t

Hour ectrc ervice
On and After IVlar eh 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wfccp those dask pi M'vCS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company
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A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful linithose
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant
keepbreasts
of
the
by
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking
nervousness, etc.
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness,
the
for
of
the
safety of both
system
Its regular use will prepare every portion
the little one
when
and
the
reduce
child
and
danger
and
pain
mother
greatly
free
our
for
book, which
Write
stores.
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug
mothers.
for
information
valuable
expectant
contains
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, CAm
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Pupils' Exhibit in High School
Rooms Attracts
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STATION'S
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XluAfS, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Something to Interest the Essayist as Well as the
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11 37
11 20
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cry indication that it will be well
at the big Pueblo gathering.

Company,

Railway

I
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WATER

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
'
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Foley Kidney Piils contain In -- onentrated form ingredients of established therapeutic value for the relief
cure of all kidney and bladder ail- &
moi.ts. Sold by Stripling-Burrows

Co.

G. A. R.
Eri

campment

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.

and busv men of public life as the
Round Trip Rate fn m
'
10 51
Koeliler. .
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Irrigation
eighteenth National
into
school
the
If
these
you
go
high
OS
50
5
10 10
Colfax...
SANTA FE, N. M.
gress Pueblo, September
6 08
( Vrrososo
76
9 42
davs and your eyes are dazzled by the
is evidenced by the tremendThis
. ..( iniarron .
6 35
82
I.vi
9 25
Ar.
nioo
Palace.
colors of the rainbow, be not astonish
l.v82
8 55
Ar
Cimarron
the board of conous
n os
York
80
Nash
ti 47
City; trol correspondence
on.
exhibit
StigeiH' Fischer, New
is
a
for
big
ed,
in
is
this
f7 is
9
city each day.
88
f8 37
receiving
Harlan.
e
It is of the pupils' work and covers George U Roach, Denver; L. P.
94
; 35
Ar.
I'te Park, N. M...Lv 8 20
of sudh
favorable
character
the
Tickets on Sale
and
and family, Albuquerque; James
a wide range. Even a casual observer
Matters of reclama
correspondence.
San
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
sOon nee ts with K.
A S. V. Ry, train No. 121 arriving In Dawson, N, M at 6:15 p. in, will at once notice that water colors
Barn, St. Louis; Frank Johnson,
tion and irrigation legislation generaltOonneets with K.l'.i-S.W- .
B. Hennery, San FrancisRy. train No. 123 leaviiiK Dawson N. M. at 9:55a. in.
at
in
prevail, down stairs and upstairs. Miss Maicial; F.
federal
are
the
congress
up
sStau:e for Van Houten S. M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Return limn June 11th, 1910
B. J. ly
C.aS. NORTH
Giygla's pupils have worked well, too, co: M. J. Seaton, Kansas City;
Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
the present session, and there is a bet
BOUND
HOrNM:
Leonard
SorTH
York
New
have
City;
Berliner,
judging by the subjects thev
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
ter information concerning the subject
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
No, 8. 10. 44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.
handled wilh dexterity worthy of Jones, Denver; C. E. Buchert, El of irrigation than ever before, which
T.
A.
F.
Track connection with
S,
Ry. at Raton and Preston with (!. S. Ry. at
The Paso: E. Yokum, San Francisco; W. may account for the interest; but certrained wielders of the brush.
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax. N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
nhiert nainterl varv ereat.lv. and H. Long, El Paso; Mrs. C. H, Folk, tainly the letters from members of
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M
show the peculiar
ROUND TRIP
workings of the Cauanea.
lite Park. N. M. is depot fort lie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
congress to the officers of the Irriga- CHEAP
Claire,
Baldy Black Lakes. Uerro. Klizabet htown. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Tuos, Red
are fruits and
There
mind.
tion Congress here are filled with comyouthful
River City. Talpa, Taos and Tw ining.
Charles Oden, Los Angeles; C. L. plete satisfaction to the workers for
vegetables, and these give the pupils
"Daily. (Flag. tDaily except Sunday'
RATES
Martin.
Then
Dayton, O.; E. C. Allen, Den-ther-e the big event.
shades.
to
rich
a
chance
employ
VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
are forestry scenes, answers to'ver; H. M. Jenkinson, St. Louis; W.
One of the recent letters of the most
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Superintendent,
Dr. S. Locke,
of the Wild"
and scenes B. Warner. Denver;
Call
"The
friendly nature was from RepresentaRaton. N. f
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Denver.
C.
C.
Jones,
worthv of California.
Springer;
tive Ralph D. Cole of Ohio, one of the
Gregg's.
Then, too, there is the snow scene
younger representatives, a member of
file
C. B. Schultz, Amarillo, Tex.; G. C. the house committee on
worthy of California.
01
irrigation and
Then, loo, there is the snow scene Sanchez, Albuquerque; J. It. Jennings reclamation of arid lands and one of
who freand one of them looks very much like Gallup, Tex.; Daniel Taylor, Flagstaff, the further east members
Effective June 2nd, 1910
some of the pictures of Doctor Cook Ariz.; J. H. Smith, Albuquerque; Aden quently visits the west. Mr. Cole expects to attend the congress, and may- ATLANTIC CITY
nearing the north pole. The snow seen M. Emerson, Denver.
$74.05
Coronado.
be one of its speakers.
is dazzling enough and a lone figure
Sanford
of
A. Johnson,
waste
R.
across
boundless
out
a
Agent
ASBURY
PARK
Another letter is from Representa
striking
$73.70
does recall to mind Cook's great nar- Dodge; Emilio Romero, Truchas; J. L. tive CaUler of New York, who says he!
$77.95
rative in which he so dramatically Crossly, Moriarty; D. H. Halloway,
is giving matters of irrigation and j BOSTON
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
E. G. Shane, Alamosa.
stated that "a feeling of great lonelithose things pertaining to the west! CHICAGO
$50.35
ness" came over him when he reachand its development his careful study
Douglas, and all Points in New
More tnan Three Decades.
For
ed
the
at
the
pole.
session
of
congress.
DETROIT
present
$60.35
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
The water color artists, however,
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
Judge Richard Wayne Parker of
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
of
ailments
for
all
have also dipped into warmer themes household favorite
New York, representing the Long Isl- HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
and tropical flowers and rich foilage the throat, chest and lungs. For in- and district, one of whose distinguish$35.35
fants and children it is best and safest ed constituents is Colonel Theodore KANSAS CITY
WUimy Ul ijrUcHGiiitiia wcic
room
to
room
Sl
El
from
as it contains no opiates and no harm- Roosevelt, writes in the same terms
per. Again going
ST. LOUIS
$44.35
one sees that fruits and vegetables ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's and expressing the same earnest inin
a
child's
terest.
in
but
diet
not
in
the
Tar
package.
and
yellow
figure
only
Honey
NEW YORK
$75.15
his artistic sense as well and it is no Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-BurrowThe western congressional delegaif
to
the
&
young
that
Co.
say
exaggeration
tions, particularly those from ColoraDAYLIGHT TRAIN
pupils later should find themselves in j
do, Kansas,
Wyoming and nearby
a strange land and confronted by a SANTA FE OFFICIALS VISIT
states, are of course vitally interested,
BETWEEN
CARLSBAD PROJECT. but this steadfast and unquestioned
strange tongue they will have no dif- - j
For Rites and full information address
of
what
in
drawing pictures
interest of
ficulty
members is not
they want to eat and hand them to the plans for More Aggressive Immigra- - without its significance, and is much
FOX,
hotel waiter as one American athlete
tion Work Are Being Considered
appreciated by the management of
& 1
-- School
Commencement.
is said to have done in Greece not long
the Eighteenth National Irrigation
A.
ago.
Congress.
El Paso Texas.
But the water colors, however, atThe South which is deveioninB.
J Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
Carlsbad, May 26. The colonization
not the entire bill of fare. department of the Santa Fe railway 0nd onlv to the West tnrinv io aicl
hi
mi a tractive, are
a. m. Daily.
There is plenty of free hand drawing, was wen represented in the Carlsbad displaying the conviction it has as to
and n too snows ciever worK winn iue I)roiect Saturday evening. C. L. Sea- - the benefit, to ttie. nminfrv nf tbo T,.ri.
i .
r
r. r
crayon. The exhibit of the class in graves, general colonization
agent;, gation Congress, and manifesting ev-- ror inTOrmailOn regaling TreigM
botany shows careful training and the prof. J. D. Tinsley, agricultural
and passenger rates etc. Call
displays of handwriting would onstrator: Wm. H. Simpson, advertis
do credit to grow-up- s
and post grad ing agent, F. L. Vendegrift, editor of
at city office, Laughlin Block
uates, for no microscopes are needed the Earth, came in on the local in
to decipher words and sentences. The Traffic Manager Brinker's car, Mr.
or Phone 145.
mathematical work is also good, and Brinker being in charge of the party.
the spelling exhibits show the results T. B. Gallaher, traveling freight and
J. G. EADS,
of constant training in this very im- passenger agent was also in the party.
portant branch of knowledge. The ex- - The main purpose of the visit. was to
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
hibit covers many square yards of see how the Carlsbad project is
him
wall and those who are near gressing with the view of deciding on
the school will miss a good deal if plans for more aggressive immigration
the summer and fall: The
j work during
they do not inspect it.
Such exhibits are of unusual inter-- j party spent some time with the offi-eto the older people for does it not cers of the Pecos Water Users' Asso-makone feel young to go back to ciation and also with some of the larg-thdays when he or she was also est land owners under the project,
plodding along over the "Three R's," , Later they were given an auto ride to
To All
readin', 'ritin' and 'rithmetic. And the springs and through the farming
what changes for the better have district near town. Mr. Seagraves ex- '
come over the system of instruction in pressed his satisfaction over the pro-- 1
gress that had been made since Ihis
the past few decades!
last visit. The party went north on
the regular Sunday morning train.
"
is the most clever little
The graduating exercises of the
ever
invented.
Coffee
Strainer
silvered
school were held in the auditorihigh
-Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine, um at the
high school building this
CouThe
Wis., by the Coupon Plan.
evening. After a very interesting propon and Dr. Shoop's new- book on gram including the play Pygmalion
- re
Health Coffee sent to any lady
were
and Galatea, diplomas
presented
ONEWAY
questing them. You can trick any one tn nir, emanates. This is the lare- VIA
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health est number 0f graduates in the history
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or o the Carlsbad schools. The junior
For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
ON SALE JULY 2nd to 8th, SEPT. 1st to 7th
your husband will declare he is drink- - exercises were held in the auditorium
not
a
is
there
Call on or Write
coffee
real
and
SEPT. 24th to 30th, LIMiT THREE MONTHS
yet
ing
Friday evening. The Mexican school
of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's at San Jose closed with an interesting
grain
BUT NOT TO EXCEED OCTOBER 31st. 1910- P. H. McBRIDE
or
W, D. SHEA
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and program in the opera house on SaturT. P. & P. A.
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite day. The Mexican school has had a
Agent
Santa Pe, N, M,
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes very successful year, the enrollment
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute." being 119.
On Saturday evening an oratorical
Try it from your grocer and get a
2
was held in wihich eight pulb.
1
contest
PORTLAND,
package
pleasant surprise.
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
pils of the high school took part.
SEATTLE,
James Beverley carried off the honors
TACOMA,
for the senior class and Minnie Espy
THREE FLOCKS OF WILD
VANCOUVER
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
ANGORA GOATS. for the juniors.
Special automobiles furnished to acThe Round Up, the annual of the
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
& VICTORIA
school is a very creditable proRoswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
high
Land
a
From
Broke
Clearing
Away
Isto make special connections with any
duction and also a credit to the printEl Paso & Southwestern and Rock
ON SALE MAY 28u to JUNE 3rd JULY
Camp Several Years Ago and
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads
er, the Carlsbad Argus.
Swift
Are
and
Wily.
9th to 16th. LIMIT AS ABOVE.
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comPREPARING FOR NATIONAL
Spokane, Wash., May 26 Hunters
iu Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosIRRIGATION CONGRESS.
mounLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at returning to Spokane from the
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for tains at the head of Slate creek in the Pueblo, Colorado, is Making Every Ef
district in north--to
50
lbs.
of
allowance
special $40.00 to accommodate four or Coeur d'Alene mining
Baggage
fort to Entertain Many Delegates
three
ern
Idaho,
encountering
report
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
Expected.
flocks of Angora goats that have an- - Pueblo, Colo., May 26. It is doubt-- ,
swered the call of the wild. The ani-- ,
nials are wily and generally get away ful if any session of a development
before the huntsmen can get guns to agency, such as the National Irriga- TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The goats broke away tion Congress is, has ever received
What Everbody Wants.
shoulders.
Connection made with Automobile
Everoody desires good health which from a land clearing camp several the thorough and serious consideration
at the hands of members of congress
line at Torrance for Roswell, daily. is impossible unless the kidneys are years ago, when there were 25
Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosand healthy. Foley's Kidney mals in tne flock- They were used t0
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell Remedy should be taken t tho firat clear the land and after they had
at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes Ros- indication of any irregularity, and a cleared a large tract of land of unis uHfireuuiu aua snouin Know
ON SALE DAILY AFTER JUNE 1st,
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- serious illness may be averted. Fo- derbrush and other debris the leader
about the woi:dertnl
in
a
hole
found
the fence
iMARVELWhirlingSpray
RETURN LIMIT OCT. 31st 1910.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your and others
1 Xtie new Vm;1nnl
hyrlnge.
Best M out conven
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance kindneys and bladder to their normal and escaped to the mountains. The
ient. It cleanees
Other California Excursions run daily June 1st to Sept.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and state and activity. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s flock split into groups of twos and
ilautly.
was captured Auk OOT drneirlBtforit.
which
one
of
threes
30tb. at slightly higher farts than quoted abnvp
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto& Co.
some time ago. The others increased If ha cannot bwidit tneno
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Santa Fo, H, M.
Call
on or address H, S, LfltZ,
accept
Agent,
nthor. hnt aena stamo fur
in numbers. They have been seen by mltVEl,
Bealerl. It Biret
look
nimtrated
If you are in need of anything, try prospectors on numerous
If you are In need of anything try
occasions
i,H nnrtlnulflrfl and flirenrloiiB In- i.ln.hle to larilea. MAItVKL CO.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
the last seven months.
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Eastern and Western Points

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
San Diego, $35.20
San Francisco
45.20
Portland or Seattle
60.90

Via The

"No-Drip-

RUG

I

j

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

1--

00

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

TO THE EAST and RETURN

Chicago
St. Louis
Kansas City
Denver
Colorado Spring
Pueblo
---

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

ani-soun- d

-

Every Vlcman

......

$50.35
44.35
35.35

21.10
18.15
16.15
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MONUMENT TO SEVENTEEN
MEXICAN PATRIOTS.
At

Base of Huge Structure Will
Life Size Statue of Hidalgo
Dedicated Sept. 16.

PAGE SEVEN.
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Mexico City, May in;. Seventeen
patriots who sacrificed their lives for
the cause of independence will receive recognition on the immense
monument to indrpi'iidence which is
now Hearing completion on the Pasco
'!" hi Ri forma.
M the base of the huge monument
will be a life size statue of Hidalgo
surrounded by four others, represeni-inMorelos, Mina, firavo and Guei-i'iThe other chiefs of the independence campaign will 'have their
mines carved in the rings formed bj
the laurel wreaths around the base ot
th u. ointment.
Bronze figures symbolizing the
history, law and justice will
be placed on top of the monument,
MEXICO.
SANTA
surrounded by a magnificent figure
representing liberty, which will also
be in nronze.
The monument will be dedicated on
The parade will be .formed on Lincoln Avenue, right resting on Palace the morning of September 16. at
o'clock, by President Diaz, the cereAvenue.
The organizations participating are requested to be prepared to move mony following the reading of the decat 3 p. m. sharp. The procession will march on Palace Avenue to Cathe- laration of independence of Mexico.
dral Street, thence to San Francisco Street and by way of Rosario Avenue
After the ceremonies are over, the procession INDIANS ROUNDING UP
to the National Cemetery.
HORSES ON RESERVATION.
Avenue and Johnson Street, where
Rosario
will .return to the Plaza via
the different organizations will disband.
Graves outside of the National Cemetery will be decorated as far as Brands Unknown to Them and Many
Mavericks Gathered Up By
possible during the forenoon.
Them.
Spokane. Wash.. May 26. Indians
Order of Procession:
are rounding up their horses on the
MARSHALL. STAFF AND AIDES.
Spokane reservation, northwest of
First Infantry Band, Company F and E, New Mexico National Guard, Col. here, preparatory to the coming of the
E. C. Abbott, Commanding.
white settlers, who were successful in
Carlton Post, Grand Army of the Republic, Visiting Comrades, Sons of 1'ncle Sam's lottery for homesteads
hist August. Among the horses cor
Veterans, Confederates, and all Old Soldiers.
War.
Veterans of the Spanish-Americarailed during the last few days are
The Woman's Relief Corps, Daughters of the American Revolution, and n.ai-with several brands unknown
on the reserve; also a lot of maverother Patriotic Indies of the Floral Committee.
Governor of New Mexico, and Staff.
icks, which will he branded and taken
Hon. J. W. Mills, Governor New Mexico, Orator of Day.
by the red men unless the owners apCitizens on Foot.
pear before the close of Hie roundup
Floral AVagon.
and claim their stock. It is believed
Santa Fe Fire Department, Frank Owen, Chief.
he animals strayed from pastures in
Teachers and Pupils of the U. S. Indian School, under charge of Professor lerry, Stevens and adjoining counties
C. J. Crandall.
on the border. The roundup is a month
Public and Private Schools and Colleges under charge of their Teachers. earlier than usual and the horses are
not in Hie best of condition. Howev- Federal, Territorial and City Officials and Citizens in Carriages.
MARSHALL OF THE DAY. CAPTAIN FRITZ MULLER.
r, the bidding by dealers from Spo-ynAIDES.
and other points is brisk and
F. R. Stevenson,
J. W. Akers,
this competition will result in the InW. N. Townsend,
R. U Baca,
dians receiving good prizes for their
C. R. Huber,
Marcelino Garcia,
yuse. Captain John McA. Webster
Alfred Kattne,
Evan'isto Lucero,
Indian agent; on the reserve, says the
Howard M. Moore,
F. C. Wilson,
Indians have plenty of money, $S"iO.0()o
M. J. Pettis,
Carl J. Bishop,
being disbursed among them bv the
M. B. Thomas,
J. D. Sena,
Indian department during the last
Manuel B. Otero,
five days.
H. S. Kaune,
Alfred Muller,
J. P. McNulty,
F. E. Nuding,
Harry Hogle
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No.
A ,1. Davis,
Carlos Creamer,
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Thornton Victory,
C. C. Pierce,
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the
Olaf Windsor,
C. F. Abreu,
above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
Thomas Closson,
T. B. Delgado,
"For a long time I was bothered with
H.
B.
R. J. Crichton,
Cooper,
backache and pains across my kidNorman L. King,
Douglas Walker,
neys. About two months ago I startGriffin.
F. P. Sturges,
Eugene
ed
taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
Roland Wittman,
Antonio Valdez,
aw they were doing just as claimed. I
Homer
William Astler,
Stephens,
kept on taking them and now I am
E. V. Bean,
Louis Lowitzki,
free from backache, and the painful
Gustav Kaune,
Alfredo Delgado,
bladder misery is all gone. I like FoBernard Spitz
Emilio Delgado,
ley Kidney Pills so well that I have
N. Salmon,
Otis Seligman,
told many of my friends and comrades
Albert Reingardt,
Luna Bergere,
about
them and shall recommend
Muller,
Teddy
Sparks,
Ralph
them at every opportunity."
Sold by
W. Wheelon,
Jack Garrett,
s
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
Leo Lorenzo.
Tranquilino Luna,
Aides will report to the marshal at. Grand Army h
p. m. for further orders.
MAJOR
Marshal of the Day.
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WANTED
County and district
agents to sell Mexico tropical lands

si

at $t;.r. per acre on easy payments.
Wonderfully fertile. Safe investment.
Liberal commissions. Write for booklet. Mexico international Land Co.,
rc.'d Commerce Bldg.. Kansas City, Mo.

at all druggists in three
sires 25c, SOc and $1.00
per bottle
Danderine enjoys a greater sale than

any other one preparation regardless of kind
anil, and it lias a much L'reater sale limn
all ol the other hair preparations in the
world combine:

FREE To s',ow
quickly Danderim
acts, we will send a larce sane
free l.y return mail to anyone who
pic
' sends this free
Thi c
coupon to the
CUM KHQWLTQH DANDERINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL,
with their name and address ami 10c
in silver or stamps to pay postage.
v

it

y'ii

p

1

tV

V

f J

Lands irrigated by the

FOR SALE Eight room modern
near capitol, with
brick residence,
j fruit
U'es, nice lawn, lot) foot fort- age, a nice home, price low and terms
on part of price. See Geddis, Moffett
& Co., in Old Exchange Hotel building.

NOW
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one uf

the same time teaching

the

ureatest truths.
If your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
doses only
tare weak, try at least, a
of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
you. A few cents will cover the cost.
j

r.--

And here is why help comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stom-

ach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own controlling nerve. When these nerves fail,
the depending organs must of neces-sti- y
falter. This plain, yet vital truth
Sanl'ord Dodge and his company will but think that in order to get the soul clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restorasuccessful. Its
play "Faust" in Albuquerque before of Faust he feels deep regret that he tive is so universally
everycoming here and while in the Duke must also drag down the poor, inno- success is leading druggists
it
to
universal
where
the
preference.
Eiks'
of
cent
of
faithful
give
Stanton
soul
Marguerite.
City Manager
theater will see the production which J Although the role of Mephisto is A test will surely tell. Sold by Stripling-fc Co.
he thinks is going to prove a success.' sometimes
flippant
nearly always Burrows
Mr. Dodge is reported to have a "su-- l cynical and often repellant yet with
nerb company" and if he has, Santa all Mr. Dodge feels the deep responsiS I.K of tlmlKT. hlstriet So. !. Alhu
Fe will hear it after the first night's bility of the lesson he must exemplify tiii'
S. M April 2:. 1910. Sealed bid
"Hid. Timber Stile Appliand through all his work there is a mni ked outside.
production in tlie Duke City.
cation. April 15. I'M". IVcosNiitionit! hoiest
a
Faust
sense
the
of
In
of
Some literature describing
note
seriousness and
received up to and includinii the
will
titty of Mny. litln. forull the niiTchnnt
as played by Mr. Dodge and his com- burden that is in his attempting to 27th.
iilileilen'd timber KUtiulitiK or down tttid Unmarked for ciittiim by the
represent the almost infinite powers live timber
pany says:
on two areas,
"A new Mephisto" Sanford Dodge of evil which can only be overcome by Forest oflicers. lorntt'd Sir, acres, to be
approximately
before
ctutintr bcirins:
should
as
be
the
of
desitrimted
it
the
good
played,
power
mightier power,
plays Mephisto
iii lot 2. and the SW'i of the NKli
an honest (level. Nowhere does Me- or God as is represented by the one
in
6,
lot
the NV1 of the
oilier
the
Section
Section 11;
SW'i. ami Wit ofVV:KK'4.
phisto lie or deceive to Faust, he is church. Mr, Dodge gives the role a NK-N
Kh Section 15;
Section Hi;
explicit and makes his bargain plain. dignity of seriousness of purpose NWi and W: of SK' Section 14; both
I' M within the
To Martha he will not lie even which crowns Mephisto with a majes- in T. lil N. It. 10 K. S M New
Mexico: estiKorest.
National
Peeo
as
his
shows
in
with
king mated to lie 2110.0011 feet It. M of western
position
keeping
though for his own purpose he
ty
or
more
less. No hid
how coarse and shallow her own mind of evil. One cannot but almost fee! yellow pine sawt itnlier.
of less than W.oO per M. will be considered,
is. To Marguerite he seems most compassion for Mephisto when in re- and
a deposit of 82ti!.UK must be sent to the
Albuquerque. Sew
cruel although his admiration for her ply to Martha's question "Are you First National Bank,
for each hid submitted to the
Mexico,
At last after her lame?'' he assures sadly and with
is most sincere.
list rid
Forester. Timber upon valid
from sale. The ritzlit to
downfall when Faust accuses him of double meaning, "Yes, I fell from a claims is exempted
For
mikI all bids is reserved.
any
reject
so"
once."
"not
height
says
great
mocking her, Mephisto
further information and rcnulutioiis
Forest
address
sale
of
new
Supervisor.
KovernitiK
miss
Don't
this
conception
by mock of those who cover up their
Pecos National Forest. Santa Fe. w Mexsins, an honest frailty is much too Mephisto as exemplified by Mr. Dodge ico. THKODOKK S, WOOI.SF.Y Jr, Actinfi
rare for mocking. One cannot help that while playing the devil, he is at District Forester.
atrtirp-triitin-

ii

dcti-nilel- y

.

j
j

I

j

W

II

II
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No. 15
Fortunes have been made in oil in the past;
Fortunes are being made in oil today,

(From the New Mexican of this Date

To.
Ago jay

and
Greater fortunes are being made in California oils than
have ever been known.

educational matters connected with
the taking of the census. It should
he clearly and fully set forth in t)he
reports whether people speak, read
and write the English language and
whether they speak, read and write
the Spanish language. The New Mexiof
can believes that the knowledge
English had spread greatly in this territory within the past ten years, and
the census reports ought to show the
exact condition of affairs in that direction. It is a matter of great import
ance and the authorities in charge of
the work cannot look after it too
closely.

A pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
if this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure.
Fischer.
Ladies of the city interested in the Head pains, womanly pains, pains any
plaza improvement will meet at 3 where get instant relief from a Pink
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
home of Mr3. Prince.
& Co.
Census Supervisor Sanchez should
see to it that" the enumerators are ex- Rebound When excellent wore can
tremely careful and painstaking in be done right at home. Consult the
the collection of the statistics of the New Mexican
Bindery.

in suu.sl:.

tit loiltjv

"When

CEREMONIES AT THE CEMETERY.
By J. R. McFie, Post Commander
By the Band
By Chaplain Jacob Weltmer
By J. R. McFie, Post Commander
Music "America"
By the Band
Decoration of Monument.
By E. F. Hobart, Officer of the Day
By Jacob Weltmer, Chaplan
Response
By Hon. A. L. Morrison, Sr.
President Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
Address
By Hon. J. W. Mills, Governor of New Mexico
Address, by C. J. Neis, Adjutant Clay Green Camp No. 3, United Spanisfh- War Veterans.
Scattering of Flowers on the Graves.
Assemble (Bugle Call.)
Salute to the Dead by Infantry Firing Squad.
Music, Tenting on the Old Camp Ground by the Band.
Benediction by Rev. F. W. Pratt.
Taps, by the Bands.

Bishop Kendrick and the Rev. Mr.
Manby returned from San Pedro this:
morning. At 5 o'clock this afternoon
they will conduct the confirmation
services, receiving into the Episcopal
church Dr. and Mrs. Harroun and their
son Douglas.
A. M. Anderson is of the Cerrillos
Rustler, is in the city today. He
tells of a real old fashioned picnic
which 100 Cerrilleans enjoyed in the
mountains 'Saturday last.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, Mr.
Gerdes and Mr. Proudfit spent a pleasant day at Cerrillos yesterday.
Mrs. Staab and daughters reached
Santa Fe yesterday after a five months
visit in New York City.
Mrs. L. E. T. Fischer of St. Louis, is
here visiting her brother C. F. A.

FOR SALE

1

Preliminary Ritual Address
Music "Nearer My God to Thee"
Prayer
Ritual Address

20 y ears

e

ANDERINE is to the hair what fresh shower

!

1890.)

'.v. 11 f in:i-iir- d
TO RENT
fro it
of ba'ii.
room with u.-I.aily pie"
!i ri'i il.
Inquire at ofiio--

of ram and sunshine are to vegetation.
It Santa Fe Irrigation acd Iniprovemem
goes right to the roots, inviqorafs and Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
sucni;thens them. Its exhilarating, simmiaiing nnrl Michael, Real Estate.
liteiroihicing properties cause the hmr to grow
It at
ahundantly lung, strong and beautiful.
CIGAR SALESMAN' WANTED
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velunnecessary. Sel' our brands
vety softness to the hair, and a few weeks'
the
to
rettail
trade. Big pay. Write
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
Lse it every day for a short tune, for lull particulars at once. Globe
scalp.
after which two or three limes a week will Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.
be sufficient tu complete whatever growtK
you des;re.

fath-etlnii-

e

room house on
FOR RENT-Fi- ve
street. Inquire
Lower San Franei.-c- o
at
San Francisco "reet.

Grows Hair
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These four lines tell you a world's story, because the facts are indisputable that there have been larger and
more general fortunes made out of oil than any other mineral known to the earth, and prices steadily advancing
use to which crude oil and its prodbecause the demand is close up to the production, with an
ucts may be put..
The Geological Survey of the United States has presented some remarkable figures to the government, and through
it to the public, concerning the oil area of the State of California, and the amount of oil contained therein.
ever-increasi-

Estimating the quantity of oil there is in the United States actually known to exist, that department of the
government states that California contains a minimum of FIVE BILLION BARRELS (of 42 gallons each) of
which there is being produced but four million barrels per month.
One year from today this Company should be producing at least 200,000 barrels of this
see the profits to be derived from an investment with us? Be a Rockefeller.

California Rational Crude Oil Co.
W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
shares of
Kindly issue me
the Treasury Stock of above corporation.
In payment
Enclosed find $
for same.
Name

Can you

California Rational Crude Oil Co.
$
Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal. i
GENTLEMEN:
shares of
Kindly issue me
the Treasury Stock of above corporation.
in payment
Enclosed find
for same.
Name .
Address
I. W.

I.

Address........

oil every month.

CAL NATIONAL CRUDE
I. W.

OIL GO.

HELLMAN BUILDING,
LOS ANGELES.

$........
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The above eight orations were seSunday law violation by the Gallup sa- pension bureau an original pension
loons. District Attorney Alfredo Ruiz for Charles M. Outright, Fort Bayard, lected by a committeeuo. judges, from
succeeded in securing a conviction in Company M,' Sixth regiment United the class of eighteen members. The
States infantry, at United States gen- following is the list of the remainder
(Continued From Haqe Two.)
every criminal case.
an
rooms
to
eral
rent,
have
put
hospital, $30, from January 17, of the class and their orations:
If you
Vacation lime is Kodak time. Our "Ad"' in the New Mexican.
1910.
Daisy Scihafrauka "An Orchard."
is
Success
stock is complete. From $1.00 to $35.
calls
are
We
Ruby Roibal "How
Harriet McMillan, Mesilla Park,
continually receiving
FisPher Drug Co.
from neonle who want furnished "widow of Falcolm McMillan, Company Won."
I
and
Love My Workmen but oh you rooms. One lady who
Carolyn MichaelsTheaters
just ordered her B, Fourteenth regiment, Ohio volun-teesr"Master Mechanic" at the Elks' the- - -- Ad out sai(j she rented all four of
Theatre
Going."
from
$12,
February 28, 1910,
atre tonight.
rooms and that New Mexican ads also accrued pension due soldi-e- John
Thomas Herlow "My Reason for
Measles at Tularosa Fifteen fami- - ;lvere an right,
H. Thoroughman, Company I, 128th High Price of Meat."
at Tularosa,1
lies are quarantined
Bernard Spitz "The Wireless TeleFining Up the HolesMarshal Sena regiment, Indiana volunteer infantry,
Otero county, for the measles.
was out today superintending the $12, from April 29th, 1910.
phone."
Commencement Flowers at Claren-'won- i
0f filling up holes in the streets,
Dillman Kinsell"The Decisive Batdon Gardens Get your flowers for an(j particularly along San Francisco
tles of the Civil War."
EXERCISES IN THE SCHOOLS.
commencement gifts at the Clarendon street was the good work performed.
LinSophie Creamer "Abraham
Gardens.
the
goes
coln."
phe work of repairing
park
(Continued rrora Page One.)
Fifteen Club Tomorrow The Fif-- nierrily on and the park "dwellers"
Lulu Krick "Colcanoes."
teen Club will meet tomorrow after- - are watching it. from day to day with
Howell Ervien "Uses of LightRecitation "Help Somebody"
noon with Mrs. Palen on east Palace keen interest.
ning."
avenue.
Leithe Stephens
a
no
"Woodland."
nicer
than
is
There
present
Dorot hy Townsend
Recitation
"The
NelGlass"...
at
Miss
Looking
Albuquerque
Wedding
Kodak for your young friends who are
The class colors are shrimp, pink
...
Irene Willey and corn color, and the class flower is
lie Nosh of Socorro was married yes- - graduating from school. Fischer Drug
Recitation "Mary Ann"
terday to r.loyd Hunsaker of Albu- - rjo.
the Marguerite.
Mary Cunningham
querque, a real estate dealer.
under Peace Bond Kataria
The following are the officers: PresSchool
Died at Age of 111 Years Andrea Maria, who had a hearing yesterday Sons "Vacation"
ident, Ralph Sparks;
Mendoza died near the smelter, El afternoon in Judge Murray's court on
Madeline Mills; secretary, Robert
Miss Sweet's Room, Grade 5.
Paso, just across the New Mexico line, tne charge of having called Donacia
Willison ; treasurer, Dillman Kinsell.
at the age of 111 years. She was a Gallegos vile names, paid (he costs
Song "Hail, Fairest Land". .School
in the case and was released without Reading "Heroes of the Mutiny" . .
native of Zaeatacas, Mexico.
ANTI ORAL BOOK
You Have Seen the customs of the a fine upon giving a peace bond. The
MAKING BILL PASSES.
B
Benjamin Madrid
people around you, but see the "Cus- - two women glared at each other so Recitation "The Hero"
torn of the Buddhists in India," at malignantly that Judge Murray also
Dorothy Linney Agnew Measure Carried by 92 to 45
the Elks' theatre touight.
required of the Gallegos woman a Reading "King John and the Aband Goes to Governor Hughes
bot of Canterberry"
Republicans Carry Bisbee At an peace bond. The matter started over
for Signature.
election held this week, Bisbee, Ariz., a neighborhood row.
Beatrice Seligman
elected Doctor Edmundson, a Republi-Dogs Are Growing Hungry The
Story "John and May," written by .; Albany X. Y., May 26. The assemto be mayor; B. Watkins, a Re- - proach of spring usually is accompa-publicaLuis Pacheco, read by. Harold Hamil bly today passed the Agnew Anti-Orto he city marshal, and five nied by loss of appetite but it is said Recitation "Kate Shelly"
Bookmaking bill by a vote of 92
on good authority that the canines of
William Grassa to 45, after several attempts to amend
Republican aldermen.
A Kodak makes a suitable present Santa Fe are not experiencing any de-f- Song "Try, Try, Again"
School it had been defeated.
The hill now
the young lady, or gentleman crease in this regard. One lady has Song "Ode to an Infant Son"
goes to the governor.
complained that she has several dogs
; .
Almeta Norment
graduate. Fischer Drug Co.
War Veterans, Attention! All com- - with voracious appetites and they are Otis Seligman, Alfred Rolls, Bessie
rades of Clay Green Camp No. 2 Unit- - now feeding on live cats. No wonder
Herlow, Beatrice Rodriguez, Bar- ed Spanish War Veterans and other the felines are holding war councils
rett Knapp. '
Invitation to examine daily work on
Spanish war veterans are hereby re- - at night and burdening the air with
HOW THEY STAND.
exhibit.
quested to report at the Armory Hall their clamors over the situation.
at 2 p. m., Monday, May 30. By order
National League.
ENGLE DAM AGAIN DELAYED.
of the commander, Fred Muller.
Won. Lost P. C.
Eighth Grade.
.621
You Can Tell Your Landlady about
..'.18 11
The Eighth grade will hold its com- Chicago
(Continued From Page One)
. 593
11
mencement exercises at. the High Pittsburg . .. ... ..... . . .16
your boarding house after you see the
14
.563
. .18
New York
School auditorium, 3 p. m. Friday.
"Quiet Boarding House" at the Elks'
twice and referred to the committee
13
.552
of Welcome
theatre tonight.
By the Class Cincinnati ... . . . ... 16
Song
on territories and ordered printed.
- St. Louis
17
.485
16
To..
...
"New
Mexico
Oration
Yesterday,
Elks' Theatre Change of program
'
Delegate Andrews secured the ap15
.464
13
and Tomorrojw". .'. . .Anita Baca Philadelphia . .
day
at the Elks' theatre tonight. Don't
as postmasters at:
pointment
19
.387
12
.
...
Boston
"Wireless
Oration
Telegraphy
of
to
"Customs
fail
see the
the the
Charlotte, Rosevelt county, Olin C.
21
12
.364
Edward Cartwright Brooklyn
Buddhists in India," "The Master Me- McCullough.
Violin
American
Consuelo
Solo
Bergere
League
cnamc, uns picwre is a gieai one,
steel)lerock, Grant county, Henry J. Oration "The Grand Canon"
aiso uiai uumy mm tuuueu, a iuiei. Armstrong
Won. Lost P. C.
Madeline Mi' Is
Boarding House." This will make you
Lincoln county, George G. Oration "The Hudson Fulton Celebra7
Jicarilla,
21
.750
Philadelphia
forget your troubles. Come and enjoy Thorp.
8
19
.704
tion"
Robert Willison New York
a good laugh.
Cilton, Roosevelt county, Charles F. Piano Solo
13
16
.552
Boston
Bernard
Spitz
Flowers for Graduating Gifts Noth- - Chapman, present office Tolar.
15
17
.531
Oration "The Flying Machine
Detroit
and
ing nicer than a bunch of flowers for
Delegate Andrews introduced a bill
Cleveland
...13 15 .464
What We May Expect of It"
a graduation gift. The Clarendon Gar- .438
18
14
granting a .pension to Joseph A. Slad-de- n
Washington
Ralph
Sparks
has a nice assortment.
den Company E, First regiment of Oration "The Beginning of Our Gov- Chicago
9
17
.346
District Court Closes at Gallup
East Tennessee volunteer infantry, for
6
22
.214
Consuelo Bergere St. Louis
ernment"
District court has closed at Gallup $30 in lieu of that he is now receiving, Vocal Solo "Daffodils-a-Blooming- "
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
and Judge Ira A. Abbott has returned
Also an increase of pension for PlaAnita Baca
d
to Albuquerque. F. L. Harrington was cido Salazar, Company F, First
Oration "Railroads". . .Elmer Friday
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
of
guilty of the larceny of five ment, New Mexico volunteer infantry, Oration "Dicken's
Estimation
head of cattle. A saloon bartender was $30.
America" . .... ... .Helen Winter
American League.
called up for contempt being charged..
Marina A. Lucero, widow of Jose N. Presentation of Diplomas
Chicago at New York.
with upraiding a grand jury member Lucero, Company B, First regiment
St. Louis at (Philadelphia.
Hon. J. D. Sena
after the latter was discharged, for the New Mexico volunteer infantry, $15.
Piano So!o "Dream Idyls"
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.
grand jury report which condemned
Delegate Andrews secured from the
...Carolyn Michaels

Minor City Topics
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

I

li

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a d

wrappers from our Oranges' seed
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., ard get a nice
Silver Piaitd Orange Spoon.
S.ive

1

6-- 2

da

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every any, picked ripe shipped on ice, tine
flavor 15c Everything tbe market affords in ve

getatles.

14.

F. ANDREWS

HL 4.

SPECIAL
SALE

c rr?ri
i i
ECIAL

or

LACES & EMBR0IPSR1ES

SALE

our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and

VAe have just received

t.

t,

ap-ca-

al

i

o

designs.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE TUfCM

CO

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

j

j

Sf:

BASEBALL.

I.

.

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
i"
1

I.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

I

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
ltSyT5.ylajw)ai

satisfaction
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ASSURED
EODORE

corrtcks hack line

Flnoi bLAbb

For Hire at
Popular Prices
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Men Who are

To Young

About

to Graduate.

1,1

graduate very often in tins
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
You don't

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
3'our friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish and they fit right.
.
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1909 by Hart Schaffi.er & Marx

We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, atiiletic lines of.
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.

NATHAN SALMON
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